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Batter up

Clean sweep

Umps return as major league
openers begin today
—Page 8
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'Breds stay in first _
after whipping TSU
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Mtierray Ledger & Times
Serving Murray and Calloway
County since 1879

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

42071

MURRAY. KY

MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
TIRANA, Albania -- Preliminary results indicated today that
Albania's Communists had
picked up six more parliamentary seats in runoff elections,
regaining a crucial two-thirds
majority in the legislature.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — President
Bush's budget proposal repre
sents a. mixed blessing for Ken
tucky, the state's financial ana]ysts predict.

SPORTS
NEW YORK -- Baseball
umpires and major league teams
reached a tentative agreement
today to end a two-day strike.
allowing umpires to return in
time for season openers. the
umpires union announced.

BUSINESS
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.
The Tennessee Valley Authority
had planned to restructure its
rates this fall, but a spokeswoman says it will be 1992 before
any changes are made.

Two employees
arrested, charged
with making bomb
threat at toy plant

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
358.6, -0.5; below 324.1, -1.6
Barkley Lake
358.6, -0.5; below 329.6, -1.4
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Horoscope
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Murray Today
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Obituaries
14
Perspective
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Sports
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Subscribers who have not
receked their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Staft Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Two Fisher-Price employees
were arrested and charged
Saturday in connection with a
March 26 bomb threat at the
plant, according to a report from
the Kentucky State Police.
Austin D. Anderson. 20, of
Rt. 8, Benton, was charged with
making the threat by telephone
and 26-year-old Troy Ahart, of
Ri 1, Murray, was charged with
conspiracy to make a bomb
threat, police said.
Both were lodged in the Calloway County Jail under a $500
cash bond, police said.
A March 19 bomb threat at
the plant is still under investigation. Authorities found no such
device during either incident.

50-CENTS

Living Memorial

DIANA, Iraq (AP) --- The cold, hung
ry
gees marooned in Iraq's hostile north and rain-soaked Kurdish refuern mountains are getting some
relief -- tons of supplies dropped from
U.S., British and French planes.
U.S. cargo planes airdropped supplies
panied by F-16. F-15 and .A-10 warplane today for a second day, accoms to defend against any Iraqi military attack.
An official at the Incirlik air base in
sout
dition of anonymity, said the U.S. plane hern Turkey, speaking on conping their food on target. French plan s had returned safely after dropes also took off for the border to
parachute packages of flour, sugar,
salt and other staples.
But the food, blankets and tents do little
hundreds of thousands of ethnic Kurds whoto solve the predicament of the
fled a failed rebellion, fearing
the vengeance they say Saddam Huss
ein's forces arc exacting.
"What we need is the same treatmen
t give
protection from the savagery of Saddam," n to the people of Kuwait —
one Kurd, a university lecturer,
told reporters in the Haj Omran Pass
that leads to the Iranian border.
More than 250,000 refugees were jamm
day. when an overwhelmed Iran anno ed together in the pass on Sununced it was closing its border to
refugees from Iraq after receiving
hundreds of thousands.
Community Improvement VolMeanwhile. Iraqi forces were said
by rebel leaders to be advancing.
unteers sponsored
The fear of Iraqi helicopter gunship
attacks and chemical weapons was Storm Tree Plan a Desert
peryasive among refugees. People-do
ting Cerenot believe government assurances
mony honoring men and
that they would not be ill-treated if
they returned to the now -deserted
women serving in Desert
cities the government has retaken.
Storm at the Murray Few are going back, although many'
guerrillas say' they will return to
Calloway County
Iraq and fight once they get their famil
ies to shelter outside the country. tured above local Park. Pics gathered as
The scene in the mountains is one
of
a tree and monument were
Women refuse to let go of dead children. despair.
Doctors are rendered helpless dedicated Saturday
h
c lack of supplies. The youag and
morning,
"Our children and Old people are dyin the old shiver from the c-old. and were entertained by memg! We need help and protection
bvrs of the Phi Mu Alpha
from Saddam!" one woman shouted
at reporters.
musi
c fraternity from
More than 1.500 Kurds have died en
route to Tuktkey—ffom hunger. State University. Murray
exposure and wounds. Turkish offic
Pictured
ials said. Twenty people, mostly
above Roy Hammond and Betchildren, are dying of disease each day
on the border, according to Turk- ty Lowry present
the commeish news accounts, and refugees have
been Chopping down trees to build
morative stone. Pictured at
fires to warm themselves.
right, Michael and
Turkey first tried to stop fleeing Kurd
s from crossing into its territory, Robinson, two brot Stephen
hers from
but could not stem the tide and is now
setti
Today, Secretary of State James A. Bake ng up border refugee camps. the community have just
r III flew to the Cukurca refureturned from the Persian
gee camps to dramatize U.S. concern
for the Kurds' plight.
Gulf and were honored at the
President Bush has been stung by charges
encouraging them during the Persian Gulf that he betrayed the Kurds by ceremony.
War
then refused their appeals to shoot down to rise up against Saddam,
Iraqi helicopter gunships.
Staff photos by
Bush has pledged SIO million in aicl
for the refugees.
Marlann• Alexander
The U.S. flights are expected to continue
for 10 days.

FORECAST
Mostly cloudy tonight. A 30
percent chance of showers.
Lows in the lower 60s. South
wind 5 to 10 mph. Partly sunny
Tuesday. A 40 percent chance
of showers. Highs in the upper
70s. '
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Aid arrives, but
refugees want
protection, too
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Bush budget a mixed blessin for Kent
uc

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writiar

FRANKFORT, Ky. — President
Bush's budget proposal represents
a mixed blessing for Kentucky, the
state's financial analysts predict.
While the state would get more
than its relative share of new
money, state Budget Director Merl
Hackbart said important programs
will suffer because overall federal
spending is planned to grow more
slowly than in the past.
"The
ttom line impact for
Kentucky ca
casured in
nominal dollar terms alone," says
a state budget office report. "The
continued oppression of federal
mandates, the lack of flexibility in
program structure and the imposition of new match ratios that will
strain the state's General Fund all
add up to a generally negative
impact for the state."
In the Bush budget, federal
spending is to increase by an estimated 2.6 percent in the budget
year that begins Oct. 1, Hackbart

said. Kentucky's share of the feder- by
almo
al pie would grow by 7.0 percent, said: st 61 percent. Hackbart
This is a particularly crucial
or about S200 million. But it grew
area because it has been one of the
by 13 percent during the current
largest growth areas in recent years
fiscal year.
and controlling that cost has been a
And there would be an uneven
-concern of budget-makers.
distribution of the new money.
"There are some interesting and
Hackbart said.
good
points in this," Hackbart
The federal portion of Medicaid
said.
would grow substantially', perhaps
He said there were estimates the

state would have to spend S100
million more in General Fund tax
dollars to meet Medicaid demands
in the 1993 budget. But with a
Kentucky legislative change this
year and increased federal money.
that demand will be far less, Hackbart said.
(Coni'd on pace 2)

Bush stumps for free trade with Mexico
By
CHRISTOPHER CONNELL

Associated Press Writer

HOUSTON — President Bush
said today that Americans will lose
jobs and economic growth if Congress insists on the right to make
"eleventh-hour changes" to a freetrade agreement with Mexico and
other trade pacts.
Bush, keeping up the drumbeat
for extension of his fast-track trade
authority, dismissed big labor,
environmentalists and other critics
of the trade accord with Mexico as
"fear-mongers."

"They seem to be the only ones political
manner. It is too important
who haven't learned lately that to
get it bogged down in partisan
defeatism produces defeat. while politics,"
said Bush.
confidence and self-reliance proBush made his pitch the day
duce greatness," Bush said in a after
vowing with Mexican Presibreakfast speech before 150 His- dent
Carlos Salinas de Gortari to
panic business leaddrs.
fight hard for the agreement, and
Bush praised "those Democrat resol
ving to go "head-on-head"
leaders in the U.S. Congress ... again
st the AFL-CIO, which fears
who have the vision" to support
an erosion of jobs to south of the
the pact. including House Speaker
border.
Tom Foley and Sen. Lloyd Bentsen
He also praised Salinas today'.
of Texas. Critics include House
saying, "He's doing a first-class
Majority Leader Richard Gephardt.
"I'm going to approach this job. He's moved that country in
strictly in a non-partisan, non- ways that some of his critics would
have never dared dream possible."

Astronauts fix observatory, take an

other walk today

By MARCIA DUNN
AP Asrospacra

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
Two astronauts who rushed
out to fix a stuck antenna on a 5617 million
the shuttle Atlantis today for a more leisu observatory left
rely
walking that was on the agenda all along day of space.
Spacemen Jerry Ross and Jay Apt drift
ed
back into the
shuttle's open cargo bay late this morning,
after they' latched the hatch from Sunday's less than 16 hours
The two crew members made their unsc emergency outing.
heduled walk Sunday when the 17-ton Gamma Ray
Observatory's antenna
couldn't be extended by electronic signa
ls from the ground.
They shook the antenna loose, then got
an early start on
today's space-walking activities.
Flight director Phil Engelauf said today's
spac
go as planned for about six hours unles e walk would
s
become tired and want to go back in early the astronauts
. Only those tests
performed Sunday were dropped from the
schedule.

"But they were pretty pumped up after
yeste
day's) walk. I expect they'll want to go for six rday's (Sunhours," Engclauf said. "It's the astronauts' call."
A battery on a backup space suit was insta
Ross' outfit after his failed to recharge prope lled today in
night. There were no problems with Apt' rly during the
s suit.
Ross and Apt went into the shuttle's carg
o bay Sunday to
extend the observatory's antenna from its /
161 2 -foot boom,
and within minutes Ross had shaken it
loose
"It's free. it's free. I can see it move .
, it's free!" he
shouted.
"Far out, good work," said Apt.
It was the first sdvalk by Americans
in more than five
years.
NASA was quick to point out that the obser
have been fixed on the spot if it had been vatory could not
carried aloft by an
unmanned rockei
"You saw today the value of mann
ed space flight," said
NASA flight director Chuck Shaw. "We
did a lot of work

from the ground, and we needed the folks
... on the scene to
finish up the job."
Because Ross and Apt already were in
the cargo bay,
NASA decided to have them start early
on some of today's
space walk tasks.
They did small tests to measure how much
effort building a
space station would take. In one test, Ross
lifted Apt up and
down several times and from side to side,
while the platform
he stood on measured the force applied.
The astronauts also cavorted about, doin
g cartwheels and
headstands.
"Talk about a view," Apt exulted duri
ng the 41
/
2 -hour
space walk.
"Feel like you're walking on top of
the world? Look
what's coming, Jay. Hawaii," Ross
said.
The space station, if approved by Cong
ress. will be
assembled in space and require considerable hand
s-on efforts
by astronauts.
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No money, no mandate

Most gubernatorial candidates pledge to stop

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Many county officials view state
government sort of like an uninvited relative who moves in, eats
until the cupboards are bare, borrows the car and bums a few dollars to help a sick friend.
Most of the people running for
governor told those county officials
on Saturday' they would stop the
mooching.
All but one of the Democrats and
Republicans seeking the job testified before the Kentucky Magistrates and Commissioners Association they would be the most forceful in paying for the things the

state forces counties to do.
Democratic Lt. Gov. Brereton
Jones said he was the first candidate to make such a pledge.
Scotty Baesler, a Democrat, said
he has had it done to him as mayor
of Lexington and wouldn't do it to
anyone else.
Republicah Larry Forgy said he
would propose a constitutional
amendment to prohibit the practice.
Democrats Dr. Floyd Poore and
Martha Wilkinson also promised
they would never do such a thing.
"I didn't know the buzz word
today was no money, no mandate."

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Bush budget a mixed...
(Cont'd from page I)
The state could also get a onefourth increase in funding for nutrition programs such as Women.
Infants and, Children (WIC) under
the Bush budget. Food stamp
appropriations would also increase.
Those items, like many of the
other increases, come as a result of
Kentucky's relatively poor eco-

OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
114-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

CHECK OUT OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF
PRE-OWNED RIDING & PUSH MOWERS
AND GARDEN TILLERS
—Prices To Fit Any

Petitioners voice
opposition to plans
for Cadiz bypass
About 41X) people have signed a
petition protesting the construction
design of the U.S. 68 Cadiz bypass
in Trigg County, according to a
published report.
The residents are upset because
the 11-mile bypass would isolate
the downtown Cadiz area, the
report said.
Trigg County Judge-Executive
Zelner Cossey is among those who
signed the -petition, saying that if
the design is not -changed. .downtos.vn Cadiz businesses w 114 he hurt.
the report said.
According to plans for the.
bypass. a motorist traveling on
U.S. 68 would have no choice hut
to get on the bypass which 'travels
south of Cadiz. the report said.
The state Highway Department
is scheduled to accept bids April 19
on the Si 1 million project.

Budget—

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110

Our Customers Are Very Important People
and we try hard to give them the very best
insurance protection and service we can
provide - the kind they expect and deserve If
you'drlike to be one of Our V I P 's give us
a
call

Asit
fian McNutt.

$1•.• ••••10

Insaeart
c•
Comp•rtitts
sr
Sae
nsuran

ce

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
407
Maple St.

753-4451

Peoples Gold

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

KEENELAND

— Here are Saturctay s winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery Pick 3:
2-3-0 itv.o. three. zeroi: Lotto: 5-6-13-21-14-36 (fiye.
six. th:rteen. twenty-or.e.
thirty -feur. thirty-six)
.Here are Sunday's win7..ir.4
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3:

$169 per person*
People Gold travels again to Lexington
for the Spring
Meeting of Keeneland. We will leave
Murray at 7 a.m. to
arrive at Keeneland Race Track in.
time for the delicious
buffet lunch (try Keeneland's famous corne
d beef; in one of
the elegant private rooms. Well enjoy
all of the color4 and
excitement of thoroughbred racing
from a spectacular
.'antage point highi atop the grandstand
. Mutuel v.•indows.
bars and television monitors are all
conveniently located.
After an afternoon of racini.i. we check into
our hotel, the
Cdrnphc]'1 House Inn. a Lexington land
mark. Reiax for a
before dinner.
. We s!art the mornin..: with a complimentar
y continental
•1-1:-etikt at the hotel and begin the trip
back to Murray. We
,A!:1 t,e some time in Bardstow
n to tour My Old Kentucky
Iii me State Park, in full Spring bloo
m by now. After the
totir, a deluxe picnic lunch v.ill he waiti
ng on the grounds
featuring N.k hite linens and silverware
.
Your tour price includes'.
•P.
de„xe.
tran.portation
• H .1: ac(177171odaL;(,ns a:
▪ :— •
to Keerieland
"

Pig* wiggly
.!‘(kg

3)4

.thi 41:14.1"-

•-

si:r
. • --,t

, ••

MOSCOW — Striking coal miners have
rejected Mikhail S Gorbachev's otter of
higher pay it they go back to work, saying
they'll expand the strike until the Soviet
president resigns. Pravda reported today
Strike committees in the Donetsk area of
the Ukraine met over the weekend and
decided to tight "to a victorious conclusion," said Pravda, the Communist Party
daily newspaper In the Kuznetsk mining
region of Siberia, last weeks drastic
price increases, imposed nationwide by
the federal government, brought on "a
new wave of strike fever,- Pravda said

the case across
the hoard on social programs.
The popular low-income home
enerp assistance plan. known as
HEAP. could be cut from SI8 million to 512 million.
One other area of potential
growth symbolizes the two sides to
the equation.
Kentu,:ky could be in line for a
30 percent increase in federal CHINA
BEIJING — China's legislature today
Ira7.sportation funds. But because appoin
ted
reformist mayor of Shang
o: a proposed increase in the por- hai and thethehead
of the State Planning
tlor. of state funds required to Commission as vice premiers, injecting
younger blood into the top leadership
federal grants. Kentucky Shangh
ai Mayor Zhu Rongji. 62, and
..ould come out behind. Hackbart planning chief
Zou Jiahua. 64. join three
sa:d.
existing vice premiers two of whom are
in their 70s However, the appointments
Overaii. the increases are few
to maintain the standoff between
v.h:le a wide variety of programs appear
conservatives and reformists During his
face cuts. Hackbart said.
three-year tenure in Shanghai. Zhu
"Kentucky still. of course, is gained a reputation as a reformer willing
to shake up the sleepy bureaucracy to
to fare better than the typical
increase efficiency Zou worked in stateowned heavy industry and has headed
ne said.
There are some areas of concern the planning commission since last year
He has yet to show his political hand, but
to Kentucky.
has a reputation as an economic conserFor example, the Bush budget vative. which some analysts say is
:a7,...els a 42 percent cut in funds for undeserved
A;niindoned Mine Lands Recla- ISRAEL
72..*:07. prograM. The state budget JERUSALEM — Israel plans to reopen
said the loss of some S7 mil- Arab colleges and free hundreds of
Palestinian detainees as a goodwill ges
to:* Kentucky would "have a ture
to visiting Secretary of State James
ting impact on this A Baker- ill Israeli media reported today
present
budget
state ....i.makers on Monday

AFGHANISTAN
Islamabad. Pakistan — A week after capturing a crucial garrison town. Afghan
guerrillas were struggling to put aside
their divisions and establish a govern
ment in the newly won territory, sources
said Sunday Their main financial backers — the United States and Pakistan -were trying to encourage the guerrilla
leaders to seize their first chance in two
years to set up a base in their homeland

SOUTH AFRICA
JOHANNESBURG — Thousands

Po,<,

of
armed lnkatha supporters marched Sun
day at what were meant to be peace rail
ies but police said nine people died in
the wake of the gatherings_ The mar
chers supporters of the Inkatha Freedom
Party proudly flouted the rival 'Oman
National Congress by waving spears
clubs and other tribal arms lnkatha leaders exhorted them to defy an ANC campaign to outlaw such weapons

SAN JUAN — Three convicted drug traffickers were whisked from a prison yard
Sunday after leaping aboard a helicopter
apparently hijacked from a construction
company. authorities said One of the
men aboard the chopper tired a small
machine gun around the yard before it
flew off with the inmates police said
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rating fror
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IRAN
NICOSIA. Cyprus — Iran s help in freeing
the Western hostages in Lebanon does
not depend on the release of its frozen
assets in the United States according to
Iran's parliament speaker Tehran radio
quoted Mehdi Karrubi the speaker. as
saying the assets are "rightfully ours
and must be returned to us On the other
hand, we consider hostage taking something wrong '

GERMANY
BONN — During a weekend visit to eastern Germany, his first since being
elected chancellor of a united Germany,
Helmut Kohl was greeted warmly by
some residents but also had to dodge
jeers and eggs Meanwhile the Bonn
government announced today that Kohl
would visit Washington next month for
talks with President Bush The government press office said the chancellor
planned to travel to Washington in mid
May. but that an exact date had not yet
been agreed upon
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LIMA — An air force plane on Sunday
took advantage of a break in heavy rains
to fly medicine and other supplies to
earthquake victims in the northern jungle
Authorities put the latest death toll at 25
The quake struck Thursday night near
Moyobamba a regional capital 400 miles
north of Lima It registered 6 2 on the
Richter scale On Sunday, a Civil
Defense spokesman said 25 people had
been killed About 290 people were
injured, said the spokesman on condition
of anonymity Earlier officials gave high
er casualty tolls it

PUERTO RICO

Seeking U N member-

St(

PERU

The reports on Israel radio and in sever
al newspapers came a few hours before
Baker s arrival for his second Middle East
peace-seeking trip in a month

Haekhart is scheduled to
a. 7.al ,'s of the federal

r
opport
partici
Voluni
leers ii
work
924-12

ship it said, "the Republic of Korea rent,
erates its earnest hope that the Demo,
cratic Peoples Republic of Korea will
also join the United Nations, either
together with the South, or at the time the
North deems appropriate Pro-Western
South Korea and Communist North Korea were divided at the end of World War II
and fought the Korean war from 1950 to
1953 They are technically still at war
because no peace treaty was signed
North Korea consistently has opposed
separate U N membership of the two
Korean stales saying it would perpetuate
the division of the Korean Peninsula It
has called for a single U N seat shared
by both governments South Korea has
rejected that idea as unworkable
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1991 D-150

''Whatever it takes, we

•

states.
But that :s not
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By The Associated Press

reunification "

Call John Williams or Doris Rowland
at 753-1231 today to make sour reser- /
ations.
*Ba.sea on double occupark:y S/95for
inJiladual) xho are not members of
People.‘ Gold

-t*:•••••- •
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,
• er,:-,• - • • •- •

nornic position. Because of low per
capita incomes, the state receives
more federal assistance than

SWEDEN
STOCKHOLM — At least 50 Kurds
The Callov.ay County Sheriff's attacked
the Iraqi embassy with rocks
Department recovered additional and firebombs Sunday and embas
sy
property Thursday reported stolen staff shot at the demonstrators, police
said No one was injured. but a dozen
recently from several Dexter-area embas
sy windows were shattered by
churches. according to reports.
rocks and the entrance was damaged by
About S1.700 worth of equip- a small fire, said police officer Torbiorn
Borg Thirty-four demonstrators were
ment including public address: sys- detain
ed after the hourlong
and
tem peakers. a control head and police were investigating the riot
alleged
shooti
ng from inside the building. Borg
'microphones reported stolen
recently from the Brooks Chapel sand
Methodist Church were recovered. SOUTH KOREA
UNITED NATIONS — South Korea
according to reports.
announced on Sunday it will formally
Also recovered was an antique seek to join the United
Nations this
motoicycle worth about S1,004 mer and urged rival North Koreasumto
reported stolen from a Dexter resi- request separate membership The
Korean government declared,
dence on March 24. police said. South
however that parallel U N membership
Investigation into the incident is of both Korean stales should
in no way
hinder "the ultimate objective of Korea's
continuing.

Shell

Forgy said he would not leave
local governments out on a limb
with the state imposing rules without means. Forgy also returned to
the central point of his race. opposition to campaign-finance practices.
"I want to deal with the hamburger
and hot dog people," Forgy said.
Galbraith said he. too, would
favor all of the programs to help
local governments. "What distinguishes me from the other candidates is that I've figured out a way
to pay for it." Galbraith said. His
central campaign theme is the economic and social benefit of legalizing marijuapa.

NEWS OF THE WORLD

Sheriffs deputies
recover recently
stolen property

0

. Depart Wednesday, April 24
Return Thursday, April 25

the mooching

said Democrat Gatewood
a jail. "In this race, there's but one and local
governments has fostered
Galbraith.
candidate that's had to set a tax
many of the problems for county
Republican Rep. Larry Hopkins rate and that's
me," Baesler said.
officials. Jones pledged a spirit of
did not attend.
Wilkinson said she would propunity and boasted of his endorseThe gubernatorial candidates' ose an increa
se in the basic state
ments from top legislators as eviforum in many ways followed a payme
nt to local jails from S24.000
dence. "We can solve all of our
familiar . script.
per scar to S50.000. She also
problems with this kind of a spirThe remarks were tailored to the pledged to contin
ue the efforts of
it,"
Jones said.
audience, concentrating on the top- her husband. Gov.
Wallace Wilkinics of day-to-day concern to the son. in rural
Poore reiterated his pledge to cut
road and bridge
assembled local officials — jails. improvements and
taxes as governor, bashed the proendorsed the
garbage collection and disposal, solid waste bill enacte
fits of large health-care companies
d in the 1991
roads and taxes.
special legislative session. Mostly. and promised to make life miserBaesler said he had a record on Wilkinson spoke of her rural
roots
able for the haulers of out-of-state
all of this topics. from a four-year- and respect for "com
mon folks."
garbag
e. He also emphasized his
old proposal to regulate solid waste
Jones said a lack of cooper
humble Upbringing "I've been
disposal like a utility to overseeing and ,:ommuniCation betwe ation
en state
there. I'm one of you."

Pigmouifi

MAIN MICE -50)MAIN AT 5711
NORTH BRANCH - NORTH MN AT CHESTNUT
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NEW SALON HOURS:,

Jeep

Monday-Tueasday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811

Eagle

642-5661
2400 East Wood
1-800-748-8816
Paris, TN
Legal Mumbo Jumbo AU prices
are plus tax, tire license and dOC fee after rebate
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Weekend set for June 29-30

Murray State University's Wickliffe Mounds Research Center has
announced that its third Archaeology'
Weekend is scheduled June 29-30.
The date is a slight change from
previous years, according to Dr. Kit
Wesler, director of Murray State's
archaeological museum in Ballard
County.
"The Archaeology. Weekend is a
little later in June this year." Wesler
said. -It just fits a lot of schedules
better, and we hope more people will
be able to attend."
The Archaeology Weekend features exhibitors and demonstrators
teaching prehistoric crafts. on -site
archaeological excavations and special video .presentations.
Wickliffe Mounds is the site of an
active village of mound-building Indians of the Mississippian era who
lived betw en A.D. 1000 and A.D.
1300. Featuring a museum and exca-

1.111, recently held a solunteer training session
to let potential solunteers know about
the
opportunities at LBL. Pictured is Ed Ray,
a naturalist at Woodlands Nature Center, explamany volunteer
ining to group
participants in the training session different
iilunteer activities a%ailahle at the nature
center. The LB1.
olunteer Program began in December 1985
with 20 indk 'duals. Today there are more
than 700 volunteers interested in the program as indk iduals or
as members of special interest groups. Appr
oximately 250
work on a consistent, annual basis. For more
information about whinteer opportunities
at LBL, call (5021
424-1238. or write Land Between
The Lakes. 100 Van Morgan Drke. (lolden
Pond. Ks., 42211-9001.

PADD to help fund
dry fire hydrants
The Purchase Area Development
District will help fund "dry" fire
hydrants - non-pressurized pipe
systems - in 24 counties in western Kentucky.
The PADD board will find funds
for a plan which calls for the connection of more than 800 of the dry
hydrants to ponds. lakes and
streams.
The dry hydrants will aid firefighters in rural areas, where water
often runs in short supply'.
As a result of the strategically
located hydrants, home insurance
premiums may decrease.

Stephens to represent MSU in festival

Kate Stephens, a senior English
major at Murray State University. will
represent the university in the annual
Mountain Laurel Festival May 23-26
at Pine Mountain State Park in Pineville.
The 21 :ear-old student will be
among the candidates for Mountain
Laurel Queen at the 61-year-old festival w hich is filled v.ith traditions,
including a unique judging procedure.
Anonymous judges observe the candidates throughout the four-day festival as they attend a variety of social
scvents and choose the queen based
on those observations.
Miss Stephens. the daughter of Ron
and Karen Stephens of.Marion. Ill..
was the 1990 Homecoming Queen.
Until recently Murray State's Mountain Laurel contestant was selected
through an open interview pro:-e,..
Now the honor is designated for the
reigning Homecomini! Queen

In addition to being Homecomi:.,:
Queen. she is secretary of the Student
Government Association secretary of
the University Center Board, a member of Alpha Delta Pi social sorority,
the Academic Council. Academic
Appeals Board. National ELcation
Association. the Curris Center Advisffy Committee and a Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity little sister.
She-plans to graduate in Decemher
1991, then pursu
e a career tca;:hiro.
secondary English.
Another tradition. of the Istountjin
Laurel Festival is that each contestant
must have an escort. Miss STephens
has asked Eddie Allen. a Murray State
graduate student from Fancy Farm. to
accompany her. but admitted that she
didn't tell him about the tradition
relating to the queen's escort
he
gets thrown into the park natural
pool by his [el n'
Bet seen 20
'.irte snte't

WASHINGTON OWL - - The
:We're amilyzing the figure to'
ori-time perforsee areas where we can improve." lier-cent ne'xi-day deli‘ cry . down
from 79.8 percent. In the central
mance is still only getting a "B" he
said, citing Chicago and New
rating from its boss. But Postmasregio
n it was 77.9 percent, down
York as problem regions wher
e
ter General Anthony Frank says he
sharply from. 83.8 percent. and in
new postal facilities are unde
r
is encouraged by the efforts being
the northeast the rate was 76.3 perconstruction.
made.
cent.
up from 75.4 percent.
Postal Service standards call for
"We don't want to be pretty
Across the nation, six communimail in most urban areas to be
good. we want to be excellent, hut deliv
ties managed more than 90 percent
ered either overnight or by the
you have to start somewhere." seco
on-time delivery of mail designated
nd day, while items sent longer
Frank said in an interview.
for overnight service. Those were
distances should arrive on the secThe latest results from an inde- ond
Charleston. W.Va., 94.4; Santa
or third day. The statistics do
Ana. Calif.. 93; Indianapolis. 92.6;
pendent test of postal delivery
not
include Express Mail, which is Phoenix. 91.9;
found that more than three -fourths
San Antonio. Texas.
all designated for overnight 91.8;
of the first-Mass mail arrived when
Charlotte, N.C., 91.3.
delivery.
expected.
Cities- with less than 70 percent
Overnight first-class mail was on-time
The statistics for January
performance for overnight
best in the western region with first-clas
through March, being released
s mail were Southern
82.4 percent arriving on time, up Maryland
today, show that 79.9 percent of
(Washington D.C.) 55.9
.
from
81 percent in the preceding percent:
first-class mail scheduled for overQuee
ns, N.Y.. 59.5 per:
quarter.
night delivery actually arrived that
cent; Tampa. Fla., 60.7 percent.
The eastern region was nearly as 'Columbia,
fast, down less than 1 percentage
S.C., 65.4 percent; Roygood at 82.2 percent. the same as al Oak,
point from the previous quarter.
Mich., 67.2 percent; Atlanthe quarter before.
ta. 69.9 percent; Detroit, 69.9 per"We're coming along but we're
The southern region had 78.6 cent; New
still in the B's," said Frank. He
York, 69.3 percent.
said the agency seems to have a
"high B in customer satisfaction
and a low B in timeliness."
The test is conducted by the
accounting firm of Price Waterhouse, which mails thousands of
items and times their arrivals.
Frank noted that weather problems could have reduced performance. and thus he was encouraged
by the results from the period. The
Gulf War also generated a large
increase in mail volume during the
period.

Dismissals
Mrs Ruby J Dunn. Rt 2, Box 208
Murray. Mrs Sonja R Fortenberry and
baby boy. P 0 Box 2785, University
Station. Murray
Trey Hargrove, Rt 7. Box 200. Murray. Jesse Norsworthy, Rt 4, Box 374
Murray, Miss Mary Hathaway, Rt 7.
Box 538, Murray,
Donnie Ray Keel, Rt 3, Box 256A9,
Murray, Jord Osborn Hale, Rt 5, Box
502, Murray, Keith Holder, Rt 2. Key
Bottom Rd , Mayfield,
Carl B Durham, Rt. 1. Box 552,
Dexter. Miss Florence Griffin, 814 Hurt
Dr . Murray, Mrs Ora Alyene Hall,
P0 Box 101, Hardin,
Rollie E Kelley, 404 South Fourth
St . Murray, John Edd Lovett. Rt 1.
Box 748, Hardin, Loyd E Key, 71
Glendale, Cadiz

2400 East Wood
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Jeep

642-5661
1-800-748-8816

Elm elm

v Customers "Get Acquainted"Cyfer I

[ Dodge Le.
.

using the latest technology.

NOTE: Itionien please do not tvear pantyhose
.

m.• N=.

your car & truck company"

lb*Truths

•

• Your body's percentage of fat, muscle and wat
er
• Your resting metabolism rate
• Exercise suggestions, customized for your bod
y
type and lifestyle
• Diet tips for increasing or decreasing calorie int
ake

rVel

PEPPERS

4

Your confidential fitness printout shotts. _

#100248

"Whatever it takes, we want to
be

•

Get a quick, computerized,fitness evaluation

April 12th 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
April 13th 10 a.m.-1 p.m.

90
Sale Price '1 85428

(After 4 p.m.,

Mon. - Salisbury Steak
3.95
Tue. - Center Cut Pork Chops
3.95
ivesrauran +Wed. - 11 oz. Co. Fried Steak
2.95
Thurs.- Baked Va. Ham
3.95
12th &
Fri. - Country Ham
3.95
Sycamore
Sat. - Fried Chicken
3.95
.OPEN
Sun. - Chicken Livers
2.9
5
6 a.m.- 10 p.m
Served with Salad. Choice of Potato and lamff
Daily
our Homemade Rolls
mum milim

What Kind ofShape Are You In?

MCCH reports
admissions,
dismissals

Newborn admissions
Pitman baby girl, parents. Laura and
Michael, 104 North 14th St . Murray
James baby boy mother. Barbara
P0 Box 131. Water Valley

-DINNER SPECIALS-

Loo
CabTin

Free Fitness,Profile!

7

List Price
$21,694.00
Peppers Price 19,928.90
Fact. Rebate - 1.500.00

For more information call 1-800-733-67
16

Pen

1991 Chrysler
ceituc

3.3 Liter V-6 MPI
Automatic Transmission
Automatic Temp. Contro
50/50 Split Seat
Tilt - Cruise
Power: Window. Lcci4s,
Seat, Mirrors
Landau Roof
Load Leveling Suspension
Completely Loaded

Tanning Salon

atledicine

DRIVER'S SIDE AIR BAG

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday.
April 4, have been released as
follows:

Established

BLNGHAIVITON. N.Y. (AP) -When a banking machine confiscated David Morley's bank card, he
vowed to get it back. Police said he
succeeded by pummeling the
machine with a crowbar.
Morley, 23. was arrested and
charged with second-degree criminal mischief, said Patrolman Thomas Loughren. Morley virtually
destroyed the S45.000 automatic
teller machine, Loughren said.
Wiley Vincent. the president of
Sidncy Federal. Credit Union,.said
employees arriving for work Saturday noticed the damage and
advised police. The assault was
videotaped by a bank camera, he
said,

Kate Stephens
!-rom colleges and universities across
Kentucky participate in the Mountain
Laurel Festival, Which coincides each
year with the blooming of the mountain laurel in the southern Cumber-

year, but the others have been here
before," Wesler said. "They've all
been very successful with museum
visitors, here and at other sites."
Ms. Beane's pottery is featured in
the center's permanent exhibits. She
made reproductions of pas that were
stolen in 1988.
Another feature of the Archaeology
Weekend at Wickliffe Mounds is the
ongoing excavation.
"We continue the excavation on
Saturday for the Archaeology'
Weekend.' Wesler said. -That way,
visitors who can't make it on
a
weekday still have a chance to see
hat a real excavation looks
like."
This year's excavation will concentrate on the cemetery', to remove the
skeletal remains from display and
make v.ay for a new, more modem
exhibit. The cemetery project is supported by grants from the Kentucky'
Humanities Council and the Kentucky Heritage Council.
The Wickliffe Mounds Archaeology Weekend is one of a series
of archaeology festivals held throughout the state. They were initiated by
the .Kentucky Heritage Council,
+.khich has awarded a grant in support
of the Wickliffe event.
The Wickliffe Mounds museum is
open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily from
March through November. Information about the museum or the Archaeology Weekend may' be obtained
by cal-ling 1502) 335-3681 or writing
P.O. Box 155. Wickliffe..Ky. 42087

FOR SALE:

Man destroys
bank machine

Postal service gets 'Low B' rating

I

vation site, the center offers visitors a
glimpse at a 1,000-year-old prehistoric culture.
The Mississippians were gone by
the time European explorers and
American settlers arrived in the area.
However, they left behind village
sites of the everyday paraphernalia of
prehistoric life - pottery, stone tools.
ornaments of many' materials, bones
and charred seeds from many meals
and telltale soil indications of trash
pits. storage bins and houses.
Most impressive of all, they' left
mounds. The mounds were built of
dirt carried basket-load by baske
tload under the direction of chiefs or
priests. Public buildings were placed
on top of the flat-topped mounds in
a
style similar to the Me.xtcan pyramids.
Murray State acquired the property
in 1983. Wickliffe Mounds was
entered in the National Register of
Historic Places in 1985. In 1987 it was
recognized as a Kentucky Archaeological Landmark in honor of Murray
State's commitment to preserve the
site as a significant part of Kentucky's
cultural heritage.
Exhibitors at the Archaeology.
Weekend this year will include: Larry
Kinsella, flint knapping: Marilyn
Kinsella; storytelling: Tamara Beane,
pottery.; Larry Beane, prehistoric
technology; David Klostermeier.
shell bead making; Jerry Wilson, bone
and shell working; and Susan Taylor.
fir -Twcaving.
finger weaver is new this

.
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PERSPECTIVE
A not very horrible decision

Purdom contributed
to Murray's growth

The Supreme Court's opinion of
March 26 in the Fulminante case
set off a terrible fluttering in liberal
devecotes. Joe Rauh. the 80-yearold godfather of civil libertarians,
called the decision a "horror." The
Washington Post found it "frightening." Harvard's Professor Laurence Tribe saw it as "very dismaying." The opinion strikes me as
mildly disturbing.
This was a murder case. The
constitutional question involved the
admission of a confession (actually
two confessions) in evidence. A
5-4 majOrity of the high court
agreed I, that Fulminante's 'confessions were "coerced." A slightly.
different 5-4 majority held (2) that
the statements should not have
ricer, admitted.
SII:1 a third 5-4 majority saw an
onportanity in this case to say (3)
that the admission of a coerced
confession is not ALWAYS prohihited, under some circumstances
the admission of a coerced confession may he "harmless error."
The upshot of all this is that
Arizona may now try Oreste Fulminame a second time for the 1982
murder of his 11 -year-old stepdaughter. Jeneane Michelle Hunt.
The donfessions may not be admitled in evidence.
For more than 50 years, at least
• 7-1
Ed Brown case of 1934.

Murray lost one of its outstanding citizens on
Friday
with the death of I. Wells Purdom, Sr.
His contributions to the community. and
his business
successes were a boon to Murray's grow
th over the
Nears. He had been the owner or partner in
several
-Murray and area business endeavors and
had success in
all of them.
lie served on several boards, including 40-p
lus years
on the Bank of Murray board of directors.
His interest
in politics was more in being a help-mate
than an
office-holder, but he did serve as a city
council member in early years and was alw av s ready
to support
worthy community projects.
w as devoted to his family and spoke lk.)% ingl\
of
hi) children and all of their offspring. His
three children and wife. Alice, who was his devo
ted companion.
all reside in Murray. He was a member
and supporter
foT 71 years at First Baptist Church.
He w as a giving person and many of his
friends.
both v oung and old, Can relate to his
good advice and
help in times of need. He loved people
and he was
respected.
The community appreciates the many contr
ibutions he
made . in helping Murray grow and prosper
in so many
v.ays. Our thoughts and prayers
reach Out to the Fur-

dom

Capitol ideas

the high court has been wrestling
with the self-incrimination clausc
of the Fifth Amendment. It says
that no person shall be "compelled"
in any criminal case to be a witness
against himself. What's in the
verb.'
In the Brown case a sheriff
looked the other way while a Mississippi lynch mob seized a black
youth suspected of murder. After
Brown had been twice suspended
on a rope (though not fatally suspended). he was whipped until he
confessed. This was clearly cornpalsion. A unanimous Supreme
,Court threw out the conviction.
• In the years that followed the
Brown case, the court repeatedly.
looked at that word "compelled."
Sometimes the court came down in
one way, sometimes in another.
Following a murder in Tennessee
in 1\04 I. police turned a floodlight
onto E.E. Asheraft and questioned
him in relays for -36 hours. In Ma‘
1944 the high court unanimoesly
ruled that his confession was

They could audition for a new cast

"coerced- and hence inadmissible.
One month after the Ashcraft
case was decided, the court went
the other way in the Oklahoma
case of W.D. Lyons. This was a
case of multiple murder. At one
point, as Lyons was being interrogated. "a bag of the victims' hones
was placed on his lap.- Nevertheless. the justices agreed that Lyons
had not been so badly' coerced that
his confession was inadmissible.
The following year (1945) the
court reviewed the case of Morris
Malinski, charged with murder of a
New York police officer. Police
took the suspect to a Brooklyn
hotel, stripped him naked. and
questioned him intermittently from
a Friday escning until 2 o'clock the
following Tuesday morning. The
cops got a confession but it did
them no good. The consiction was
reYersed.
But in 1952, the court considered
the several confessions made by
Fred Strohle in California. In some
particulars the case resembled the
Fulminante case decided last week.
Here too the v IL tin] was a little
who had been brutally strangled.
Strohle confessed severe!: nnias
under cireumstanees that were
hardly "yoluntarY:. but the court
affirmed his conviction.
A doaen other cases inntht be
c,ted to suggest the
the

court has found in balancing the
rights of the accused and the rights
of society. Voluntary confessions
of course should be admitted in
evidence. Coerced confessions
should be barred, but let us be certain about the coercion. And if
other probative evidence is clearly.
sufficient to convict, what is so terrible about admitting a shaky
confession?
Back to the Fulminante case:
The defendant twice confessed to
murdering the child. but he was
never "compelled" to confess. He
spilled his story to a fellow inmate.
one Sarivola, in the Ray Brook federal prison in New York. Later he
sang again to Sarivola's wife. It
turned out that Sarivola was an
informer. In any event. Fulminante
never was subjected to a third
degree by the police. His confessions were not the product of brutality but of guile.
I would not prohibit police trona
using informers as Sarivola was
used in this case. If criminal
defense lawyers may treat the law
as a game. then two should be able
to play. Let us reject any confession obtained by intimidation or
torture. But in protecting the rights
of the accused, let us remember the
rights of 11 -year-old Jeneane. She
had a right that a murderer denied
her - the right. to he alive.

By this • — e four years ago. one
--- Joe Prather
dropped out of therace and another — Wallace Ven,ensoe
.read y revealed Kentuckians were being :aughed a: from NaseY
e.ei
Nagoya. or something like that.
Steve Beshear had already challenged John Y. Brown Jr. to the
cnequivalcnt of a duel. Dr. Grady Sturnbo ;who didn't fee: •:07::C.l
ehange h:s name: was talking about campaign finance refor
m a.
power of ideas. L37-ry Forgy had alreadv dropped out of :he
A -John Harper rode to .the rescue of the Grand 1 Paris
with the back of a hand.
The scrip: seemed to be written for a boll.° pereeeee-.—
nad everytrung — tragedy. comedy. soap opera. 7711Me.
Ma. music. burlesque and slapstick. The whOlc. state would
eben: seann
-the candidates -play.ers.
•
they opened the doors. and nobody came ,n.
• Thera eS ,no simple or easy explananon for why the
can::
l,ztle interest or enthusiasm only seYen
7:anr
. J,n- May
Some theories 'nave been put fortn. ho'o.e.‘er.
war E\ en Caatcw ood Galhranh., standroe::he
—
Saewarakoef. The fascination with the Middie East
- lee attennor, of the public. leaving no time for eons:acne,
— erettane matters like state government. But
sor7)e of the candidates. Larry Hopis,.
•.
the war.
have spent so mh
••7.
7.7.07d.. there has been lntle effort a:
"
-4 •
: aan create a speric
a,s0 have doused any
the drIfeSS round of eampann
:0 '2Ie po,-• nce".ng won,:
•:X 7".;07.;ns ma), .r.a‘e taken their toe. Succe
sso,e,y srtnnear
:2•D111d be an indication of this.
The Idea Vacuum. As maligned US it may have been the
aaten pec,;:e'is attention in 1987. And ..ana
• as reacen:
cVC th,s time around. Arguments
a:-. oa: emic,
gran,: ja,ry investignons of state government co7:
be tc.,c, mach for many patrons to swallow along
thc:r
Jaicy Fru:1s.
The fact of :he matter is Kentuckians like their poenciar,
And this east/ might not draa• a ere d mf they hai dogs
•

Today In History
Today ,is 'Monday. April 8. the 98th day of 1991. There are
an;•
:eft in the Year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Apr:1 k. :974, Hank Aaron of the Atlanta Braves
7,.•
career home run in a game against the Los Angeles Dodgers.
Babe Rath's record. The round-tripper was off pitcher Al DoWn
07".
date:
ln :513. explorer Juan Ponce de Leon claimed Flore:'
.a for
Ten years ago: (kn. Omar N. Bradley. America's
last five-star aenera,
to date, died in New York at age 88.
Five years ago: Actor Clint Eastwood was electe thayo
d
r of earn-.
the-Sea. Calif.. defeating incumbent Charlotte Town
send by a
One year ago: Ryan White, the teen-age AIDS patien
t whose bat:a .7
acceptance gained national attention, died in India
napolis at age
Thought fOr Today: "Vox populi, vox humbug." (The
voice of
people is the voice of humbug.) — Gen. William T. Sherman. Uni(gt
tary
:leader (1820-1891).
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Desert Storm
a.ready the pre,:
ae, el a Pe r- ...
:nal Isgon-n: to ee
Wa7
A

are

It's more than a movie

.

,dea tha. the :rojec:
-e by NFI Films the
eht:7e
c!
:Jr
so,m.d 0;
N.• spec:a.s for n,e grunting. .tee c,..art
erbacp. earpern:
al Fooeba:1 Leagee.
comrands. tric •••••.11ac .rIc.'s shoat••,* tnat has ing the
:ng and nn.„-lorina' and tee deep1 ,•)77,',.%:7-1‘ make the
yo:eed ara:nanaer :et,enng -And
71d- a ,dangerous message on this final
gray day, it came
ir • je'st a game
oar down to tv.0 long yards and two
od guys. against thc.r short seconds. the agora
/ing erne
guys.
and c..,:st
4
ance to g.ory
e•-. • a.so fear that it will
hu—eiation
eYer: popularve Aar.
I disagree
:ssaes that led to Inc As a iong!•—e a'---L7
N1- 1.1
- d e nothing but a p.aae Films prodactions.
I
.s
,vernrrient prone:ea-eta
:0 :.nose things On, Inc war and foothaH
y•
.7
'
Pentagon is go,7- g common.
7r.e"oCy do a high-Las,
Many foothali
what better choice co—,: themselves Mihtacoaches aonsaler
r‘ se h(i;ars
than NFI_ Fiirns
use milrtary :argon the hlita. the
knows. nonody long bomb. etc.
v:0!enLe
als, even presidents. Id 1
. cars :eey have been pro- Jargon. As President
Bash
.n..trarnatic. suspensefel arth war was his
"Super Bowl.- L. I
e]ona, aceouras of games. sea
hall, the coaches sal, Laref—
ar:d
Yidua! vpioes
ration. plann,n,
1 - _.r
itClia::!, superior execution are everythmi.t.
'1::,::'s
Inc games Sitting in the stand, what generals
say 100. In
a game. you don't see the c,,arthe coaches say it's es,ent;a, to
•.-- ak languidly drop hack
establish the air game and ;he
,.ow motion, or close-uris of tl-e ground game.
That's exactly what
leaving his hand and
the - generals said we did in the
against a background of sky' and desert. And
so many coaches loathe
ouds. or a receiver making a the press. So
do the generals_ They
Talk:a-like move to snatch the pigs- have many
qualities in common.
kin only inches from the strands of
Sure the critics are right. It's
grass. as the background music unlikely' that NFL
Films will give

r
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Gynecology.
Twenty pears ago
James C. Williams, publisher.
and RI McDougal, press foreman.
are pictured looking over the first
edition of The Ledger & Times
printed on the new Goss community four-unit web offset press on
April 5,
Murray High School Band won
the highest rating possible at Regional Concert Contest at Murray
State University. Phil Shelton is.director.
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tre:y grim re.eity o; tea war
. V..c're not going to see sesereC
rn^s
the ‘harred bides o
,rlildren and women or a
sold,er roiling on the ground and
screaming because his abc:Ornen
has been. torn open. But who wants
to see stall like that" After ali.
when '0,2 see NFL Fi!ms h:gh t ights,
s1-10‘.1./ •• the c)octor's
in:0 a
d yer s
nA,sted ,eg and carsceers n: the
-nangled tendons or glopp,
ace 1! tIc. .id. the rat.:igs Aoald
Nor A. AC he told what deLied u into The war. But
cameras a7Cn ps_11711•1:e.:
cilacl:esi•!1:ce wr,en they draw
garne ',‘:•.:77.s. either So if k :
nat 0'UL
won't reveal their secrets.
are we to expect the commander in chief to spill the %ans.'
Bc 'AC v• 11: gel dramatic ‘,1sual
effects that have never been seen
before. That's because crews from
NFL le.rns haye been in the desert
since it all began last August. They
hiive hundreds of thousands of feet
of foothage. some from nnlitary
cameras mounted on tanks
Do you realize what that means.
cameras mounted on tanks.' We
might get to see scenes of terrified
Iraqi soldiers popping out of their
sr.'.
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Thirty years ago
Tommy Lassiter, Charles
Eldridge and Hamp Brooks of Murray College High School Chapter
of Future Farmers of America won
honors at Sub-District FFA night at
South Marshall High School.
Kentucky Governor Bert T.
Combs has named Max J. Blythe of
Hopkinsville as a member of Board
of Regents at Murray State
College.
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holes in the sand with their hands
in the air --- in slow motion, with
orchestral background.
It's been reported that NFL
was 'allowed to hook tiny
microphones up to generals.: the
way they do to coaches along the
sijelme., so we'll be able to hear
nals harking stern cornexpressing grave concern
and displaying elation at a big hit.
(It's a, pity Howard Cosell wasn't
brought in, on this. What a moment
tt would have been if he asked
General Schwarzkopf: "Tell me.
Stormin' Norman. at what precise
point in the game did you know in
your guts that you had the Butcher
of Baghdad on the run?")
And they're still filming. They.
are going to keep the cameras rolling right 'up through the super colossal Fourth of July celebration
that President Bush has planned for
the entire grateful nation that will
turn its lonely eyes to him.
That ought to be something to
see. Although I realize that the
NFL Films people know their busires). I'm still going to make a suggestion for the final seene.
It should be done in slow
motion, a full-body shot of President Bush slo-mo ambling along in
the parade and slo-mo waving and
grinning at the crowds, with a now
musical background of Carly
Simon singing the always-moving.
"Nobody' Does It Better." ,
Of course, they might prefer
Ethel Merman belting out: "There's
No Business Like Show Business."
That'll work, too. Either way,
it's a wrap.

pool at Kenlake State Park Hotel is
almost complete.
A food service school was conducted April 5, 6 and 7 at Calloway County Health Department,
according to Dr. A. D. Butterworth,
health officer.
Forty years ago
Isaac Eldin Dunn, Ralph Willoughby Jr. and Joe Pat Lee were
inducted into U.S. Army on April
3, according to Local Board No. 10
of Selective Service. They are now
at Ft. Meade. Md.

Construction on a 25x50 foot
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Ten years ago
Mrs. Daisy Wichoff. 83, Rt. 6.
Murray, died April 6 in a car accident at intersection of Highways 94
and 732. Ronald Craig Byrd, 17.
Murray. died in car accident on
April 6 on Purchase Parkway.
Mayfield.
Dr. Thomas Lee Green, M.D., an
associate in practice of obstetrics
and gynecology at Murray
Woman's Clinic, has passed board
exam making him a member of
American Board of Obstetrics and

Day Neu.

41
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Looking back

WALTER L APPERSON, Publisher
TED DELANEY, General Manager
MARY ANN ()RR, Advertising Manager
DAVID STOM, Circulation Manager
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
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FRANKFORT. Ky. — The first reviews are in on this sear
.•
no.r'.s race. and it's nearly unanimous: the cast has potenna:.
bet
_en
acts are a flop.
th:s were Broadway. the play would have already closed. /,7"
o-Ha-tford, Conn.. for a serious overhaul. If the f,.•na '•••
,•
•reac.In't already come and gone. perhaps they could hold
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By MARK R. CHELLGREN
An AP News Analysis
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Borgarding, Peacher to marry
Miss Annette Louise Borgarding of
of Cadiz will be married Saturday Murray and Lee William Peacher
,
The vows will be said at 1:30 p.m. April 27.
at Cadiz United Methodist Chur
Cadiz.
ch,
The bride-elect is the daughter of
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. LouiDon and Rae Borgarding of Murray.
se Short of Murray and Mrs. Janet
Borgarding of Watseka, Ill.
The groom-elect is the sonill
He is the grandson of Roby Peac iam and Patricia Peacher of Cadiz.
her and Festus and Illma Blanc, all
of
Indian Mount, Tenn.
Miss Borgarding attended Calloway
County High School and .is now
attending Murray State University
. She is employed° at Hardee's
.
Mr. Peacher attended Trigg County
High School and is now attending
Murray State University. He is
employed by Kentucky National
Guard.

A representative from Kentucky Arts Coun
cil, Program Director Jean
Perry, will be in Murray on Thursday,
April 11, to answer questions and
provide information about the arts council.
Murr
iness Council for the Arts invites interested ay-Calloway County Busmembers of the community
and representatives from local arts organizati
ons to the Chamber of Commerce building on North 12th Street on Thur
sday from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
For addition information contact Business
presidents, Constance Alexander and Roy Council for the Arts coDavis at 753-9279.

Bingo games, sponsored by Knights Columbus
, will be Tuesday, April
9, at 7 p.m. at the new IOC building on of
e Hale Road, between Johnny
Robertson Road and Oaks Road. TheSquir
doors will open at 6 p.m.

Singles' meeting Tuesday
The Singles Organizational Society
meet Tuesday. April 9, at 7 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commwill
erce building: 'Positive Mental Attitude' will be the subject of the discussion
be led by Charlie Bairl. This is a
nonprofit support and social grou for to
all single adults whether always
single, separated, divorced or widopwed.
more information call Pamela,
753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, Mary, 1-52For
7-0115, or Margaret, 1-247-2249.

Woodmen attend Louisville conference

Mrs. Gertrude Sprague of Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray, celebrated
her 104th birthday on Wednesday,
March 20. A birthday party was
held in her honor. When asked what
kind
anyone to liye to he 1114 years old, her of advice would she give to
reply was "don't smoke and
don't drink.

The Woodmen of the World Life
Insurance Society's Kentucky Jutisdiction met April 5-7 at Holiday
Inn South/Airport, Louisville.
National Treasurer and General
Counsel Curtis L. Owen, Omaha.
Nev., and National Trustees Harry
G. Lawson, Appomattox, Va., and
James L. Harmon, Murray, were
speakers.

Siiinas hel in cleanu

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's
el United Methodist Church on
Tuesday. April 9, at 9:30 a.m. This weekChap
ly event is for all interested persons
who meet for Bible study and refreshm
ents.

Saturday's session featured a
memorial service honoring
deceased members and the presentation of the Jurisdictional gift of a
FAX machine to the Home of the
Innocents in Louisville.
National Trustee Lawson was the
featured speaker at the Saturday
evening banquet. An election and
installation of officers was at the
Sunday morning session, accordin
g
to James A. Schwartz, state
manager.

Story Hours planned
Story Hours will be Tuesday, April 9, 10:30 a.m.
and Wednesday. April
10, at 10:30 a.m. and 330 p.m. at Callat
oway County Public Library, according to Sandy Linn, Youth Services Director
children, 3 to 8. Parents and Twos will beat the library. Story Hours are for
Wednesday. For information call 753-2288.at 9:30 a.m. on Tuesday and

Squad Fund-raiser planned
Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squa
d is currently conducting its annual
fund-raiser which began Marc
h 21. During the next few week
s, representative for the CCFR will stop by
to see you and will have a lettera expla
the fund-raiser. This is the CCFR's
ining
only
each year. Your support in the past fund-raiser and its held in the spring
has always been greatly appreciate
and the volunteers of the CCFR
d
when you come to the firehouse inlook forward to seeing all of you again
the
next
few
weeks, said Mike Sykes,
CCFR spokesman. For information or
questions about the fund-raiser call
753-4112.

Special service Tuesday
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association
will sponsor a 'Service of
Prayer and Thanksgiving For Peace, Stability
Persons Still Serving' on
Tuesday, April 9, at 12:05 p.m. at First Baptistand
ch, Murray. This will be
a time when the community can come together Chur
and give thanks for the Persian Gulf cease-fire and for those who have retur
ned home. It will also serve eas a reminder that a lasting peace has not yet been
established in the Persian Gulf area and that thousands of Amer
ican service men and women are
still in the area. Several county ministers and
lay persons will be participating in the service and everyone is invit
ed
to
join
in this time of celebration
and concern. The service will last about 30
minutes to give everyone an
opportunity to have lunch and return to work
.

Delegates from the Murray area
were as follows:
Lodge 592 Murray Adult Men —
Fred Workman, Nix Crawford
.
Allen Rose, Aubrey (Red)
Willoughby, Ron Christopher, Guy
Cunningham, Grover Burkett,
Amos McCarty Jr., James Ward
.
Charles 0. Smith, Jim Crick, Jame
s
Jackson, Bob Bazzell and Haro
ld
Douglas.
Lodge 728 Murray Adult
Women — Madelle Tale
nt,
LaVanche Turner, Joann Simo
ns.
Madeline Parker, Candace Dowd
y,
Barbara Ramsey, Dollie Clark
Rachael Jackson and Mildred
Collie.

Sigma Department of Murray Sloman's
Club will meet tonight(Monday I at 7 pin. at the club house for
a program on "Federation." Hostesses at the \larch meeting were, top
photo, from left, Anita Poynor,
Nancy Ilayerstock, Kathie Pierce and
Beyerly Wright. Not pictured
are Sherry \dams, Shirley Toon and
Kathy Kopperud.-In bottom
photo are members Patti Thomas,
left; aficfNlartha Andrus, working
on the Adopt Highway Cleanup on Sout
h Fourth Street from Sycamore to Maple Streets, a project
of the general club.

CWF Groups will meet
Groups of Christian Women's Fellowship of
First Christian Church will
meet Tuesday, April 9, and Thursday, April
Tuesday in the home of Mrs. ,Hunt Smock11. Group I will meet at 10 a.m.
on Wells Boulevard with Walt
Apperson as speaker. Group Ill will meet at 7:30
p.m. Tuesday in the home
of Kathy Perkins with July Eldredge in char
ge of the program. Group IV will
meet Thursday at 12 noon in the church fello
wship hall. Each one should
bring a sack lunch with drink and desse
rt to be provided.

Rush tea at Flemth: home

Murray TOPS Chapter
TOPS *Kentucky 34 of Murray, local chapter of TOP
S (take off pounds
sensibly) Club, Inc., will meet Tuesday, April
9, at 7 p.m. at Southside Manor Community Room, Glendale Road, Murray.
nonprofit weight-control organization with over TOPS is an international,
320,000 members worldwide. Its program is based on a combinat
of group dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For ion
more information call Lois Wilcox
at 759-9964
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Dan
McNutt, AA!
753-4451

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt
407 Maple St.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOS
PITAL

Health Information Programs
9 a.m. to noon
Saturday, April 13, 1991
Education Unit

HEARING AID SALE

"Surviving, confronting,
overcoming and
enjoying your stress"

slOir OFF RETAIL

'FREE REARING TEST
OFFER ENDS
APRIL 30, 1991
VICKI L. OLIVER
HEARING AID SPECIALIST
KY UC. 1602

Kathy Culbert, R.N., M.S.N., Clinical
Manager of the Mental HealthCare Unit
at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

•$5 registration fee.
•Participants receive the book, "Hea
lthyLife
for Women"
•Nurses can receive 3contact hour
s.
•Preregister before 4 p.m. Thur
sday, April 11.
•Call MCCH Health Promotions(502 762)
1384.

ER

206 South 4th, Murray, PH. 753-80
55
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Paulette Kent, R.N., M.A., M.S.N.,
Industrial nurse in Dresden, TN.

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING AID CENT
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Rent your toevies•at the mmies!
1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
Open 11:am to 10.pm

S•l.

A "Now is the Time to Rush New Members"
tea by Alpha Mu #4760,
Epsilon Sigma Alpha. International was held
March 23, at 2:30 p.m.
at the home of Kathie Fleming. President
Margaret Terhune, right,
conducted the candlelight pledge ceremony
new pledge, Carol
Jean Lewis. left, and the Jewel pin ceremony for
for Mary Vidmer, second right. Both Lewis and Vidmer are rushees
of Helen Steffen, second left, who pinned them at the approptiate
time
in the ceremony.
Refreshments were sened from the appo
inted dining room table
decorated in the colors of blue and gold. It was
announced that $1,114
was raised for St. Jude's ('hildren's Hospital
in the recent fundraiser
held by the chapter.
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The
Doors(s)

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
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Sleeping With
The Enemy (R)

On
-Life -Health -Annuities
-Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
-Medicare Supplements

A Prayer Coffee by Murray Christian Women's Club
will be Tuesday, April
9, at 9:50 a.m. at the home of Melva Cooper,
located one mile past Lynn
Grove on Highway 94, turn right on Jim Scott Road
, first house on the right.
This is open to all interested women. Plans will be comp
leted for the 'White
Elephant' luncheon to be Tuesday, April 16,
at
12
noon
at Seven Seas
Restaurant. For luncheon reservations call Fred
a Lovett, 753-3999, or Marilyn Pritchard, 753-9930, by Sunday evening,
April 14.

•

1:30
3:20
7:15
9:10

COMPARE MY RATES

Prayer Coffee Tuesday

WATCH.(work activities training center for
the handicapped) Center at
702 Main St., Murray, is in need of alum
inum cans to be used as one of
work projects of the clients. Persons with alum
inum cans may leave them at
the center, Monday through Friday. For more
information call 759-1965.

Shipwrecked
(PG)

.0
;

.30 DAY TRIAL

W.A.T.C.H. needs cans

1:30
3:15
7:00

Also Formal Dresses &
Accessories

• ,I.mpn Plata.
Moms*: Soulhizale
Plata.
nt".n. ‘11•*(it'd Plata. ‘1,-**fi.

Sigma meeting Monday

Southwest Calloway Elementary School has voted
participate in School
Based Decision Making (SBDM) for 1991-92 schooltoyear.
SBDM includes the election of a school council consisting The process of
of three teachers,
two parents and the principal. The election for
two parent representatives will be at the April 9th PTA meeting at Soutthe
t Elementary. In order
to vote in this election, you must be a PTA membhwes
and must be present at
this meeting. For questions concerning PTA member
ership or to join the PTA,
contact Coleen Linn at the school. For more informatio
n call election committee members, Joan Weber, 759-4428, Amy Fotsch, 7530618, or Michael
Hicks, principal, 753-5343.

Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles ll (PG)

Select Early!

6
itt

THEOS, a support group for widowed men and
women, will meet Tuesday, April 9, at 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway
County Public Library. Nancy
Rose R.N. from Murray-Calloway County Hospi
will explain 'The Living
For those interested, the group will meettal
for lunch at 12:30 p.m. at
Louie's. The THEOS name, a registered
trademark, stands for 'They Help
Each Other Spiritually." This is a mutu selfhelp group which has provided
a supportive, educational and non-salectar
ian
spiritual program for the
widowed in the United States and
da since 1962. All interested persons are invited. For information callCana
Opal Howard, 753-1998, Reita Moody,
753-0172, or Karen Isaacs, 753-2411
.

Southwest PTA meeting

THEATRE Si

TROM '91

tvlen's Wear & Tuxedos

Sigma Department of Murray Woman's
will meet Monday, April 8, at
7 p.m. at the club house. A "Women's ClubClub
Feder
ation Program" will be featured. Hostesses will be Kaathy Young, Cindy Towe
ry, Kathy Wilson, Renee
McElya, Sara Zimmerman and Debbie Zea.

Lodge 827 Murray Adult
Women — Diana Smith. Gail Toon
and Michelle Spann.

Over 150 Tutedos in stoc
k to choose from

THEOS will meet Tuesday

/
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Conner-Hargrove zvedding on May 4 Local artist exhibits works downtown

Mr. and Mrs. Billy Todd
announce the engagement and
forthcoming marriage of their
daughter. Valeria Conner, to Ricky
Thomas Hargrove, son of Wanda
and Billy Thompson and Sandra
and Tommy Hargrove.
Miss Conner is the granddaughter of Mrs. Frances Boyd and the
late Henry Boyd. Mrs. Julia Harrell
and the late Julian Harrell. and
Mrs. Evie Todd and the late Ivie
Todd: and the great-granddaughter
of Mrs. Nellie Ramsey and the late
Johnny Ramsey.
Mr. Hargrove is the grandson of
Mrs. .Thelma Bennett and the late
Ours Bennett and of Mrs. Jetta
May Hargrove. and the late Henry
Hargrove.
The bride-elect is a 1986 graduate of Calloway County. High
School and attended Murray State
University,. She is presently emplolyed at Briggs & Stratton of
Murray.
The groom-elec: attended Calloway. County High School and is
presently employed by Ellis Popcorn Company. Murray.

tir

'4.

•••

G. Cromwell Hauge, local artist, the Murray Art Guild
is exhibiting a few of her works at she became a charterwas founded,
member in
the Frame Village on downtown 1967 and has been
painting ever
courtsquare. during the month of since. Working for a
living still
April.
hampers her and she longs for the
'They range from her first oil (,) day when she
can retire
painting in Kentucky in December public world of emplo from the
yment.
1961 to her most recent pastels,
In addition to her training during
both of which were accepted in the the elementary
years in public
recent competitive show at Murray school. she chose
art as a major in
Art Guild.
high school after submitting her
Hauge's art career commenced portfolio for exami
nation and
in the third grade in Cincinnati, approval. Howev
er, her family
Ohio. Her first painting, a vase of moved outsid
e the city' limits durgoldenrod, is not visually recalled: ing . the spring
of her freshman
however, the event has never been year.
he was allowed to finish the
erased from her mind. She said she year. but for
the balance of her
felt intimidated by We tiny blos- high school
enrollment had to
soms and the; %act colors, but attend a county'
high school with no
even so she felt a thrill that has art in its
curriculum.
never left her.
Some regard drawing and painting as a "hobby," but not Cromwell. For her, it is. a way of life.
When people refer to it as her
"hobby," she reacts inwardly as
though they had run their nails over
a blackboard.
Hauge had painted only occasionally. for 20 years.' while working and rearing her family. When
_ 4/

A.V1NC
Valeria Conner and
Ricku Thomas Hargroz,e to marri/
The vov4s will be exchanged in a
private ceremony on Saturday. May
4.
A reception will be at 8:30 p.m.
on Saturday.. May 4._at the Murray

Woman's Club House.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the reception.
Only out-of-town invitations will
be sent.

Thurman's School of Dance wins
top honors in ballroom 'dancing
Thurman's School of Dance staff
and students won top honors in
ballroom dancing at the St. Louis
Star Ball and Ballroom Dance
Competition at St. Louis. Mo..
March 7-10. This is a recognized
competition with the National
Dance Council.
Thirty-six studios participating
representing 13 states.
The Thurman's entered 34
events and placed in 26 of the
events.
Craig Thurman, son of Boogie
ancl Elsie Thurman. took top
awards and prize money in the
American Smooth Professional

THE NEW LOOK
IN DECORATING
"te

hi

Division.
Thurman's Competition Dance
Team included Boogie and Elsie
Thurman. Ashley Thurman. Holly
Henry.. and Anne Ray, teachers at
Thurman's School of Dance: and
amateurs included Robbie Stamps.
Murray, Donna Cruce. Clinton.
Charlene Fowler and Martha Maness. Union City. Tenn.. Joe and
Gavle Morgan. Paris. Term., Mary
Neil Brant. McKenzie, Tenn.. and
Joyce Walker. Martin. Tenn.
The competition provided tho
Cadinain Ten Dance Champ:,—,
for emenainrnent.
Boogie and Elsie Thurman. owners of Thurman's School of Dance.
have been teaching ballroom.
social and countrY-western
171 this area for 2
.
.8 years and have
been taking groups to Ballroom
Dance Championships since :WI.

0•10

•

Boogie Thurman, left, and Ashley Thurman. right, teache
rs at Thurman's School of Dance, are pictured with Robbie
Stamps, center,
Murray. top photo. at the dame championships at St. Louis,
Mo. This
is the 10th year for Mrs. Stamps to attend. In bottom
photo are. Elsie
Thurman. center. teacher at Thurman's School of
Dance with her
sons.
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Her mother enrolled Hauge in
Saturday morning classes at the Art
Academy of Cincinnati. Her first
teacher. Maybelle Richardson
Stamper, so inspired her that she
elected to continue at the
Academy, following graduation
from high school. Having received
full scholarships throughout her
years at the academy, she had only
her supplies to buy and carfare.
Hauge prefers paste to all other
media: however, she doesn't like to
limit herself. She doesn't like to
conform to a specific style, and
deplores the use of "gimmicks."
Those familiar with her can usually see the "signature" in her work
— even when she forgets to sign
her name.
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By MRS. R.D. KEY

Jenkins on Monday.
Sue Nance sustained a fractured
arm and shoulder in a fall at parkNorth Fork Baptist Church gave
ing lot of Murray-Calloway County
the Rev. and Mrs. Lester Butler a
Hospital on Thursday. Her huspounding on Sunday, March 24. band, Billy, was
there to see a
They received many items and
doctor.
'expressed their appreciation.
Tabitha Lee spent Sunday night
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes
with the Rev. and Mrs. Warren
attended a Youth Retreat in NashSykes. She and Matthew Sykes visville, Tenn., March 15 and 16.
ited me on Monday.
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn On. attended
and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry McCree
were supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. the Easter musical at Westside
Baptist Church, Murray, on March
Li!burn Parker on Tuesday, March
24.
12.
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins visited Mr.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Nichols
and Mrs. Cooper Jones on Saturand Denay went out to eat at a
day, March 16. The Rev. Lester
Murray restaurant on Thursday.
Butler visited them Saturday
Mr. and MfS.- Mitch Sykes and
morning.
son, Matthew, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Miller visited
,
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins on Sunday, David Peeler Sunday after the
i
.
evening
church service.
March 17.
✓
..., .
.
The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
Mr. and Mrs. Telus On, Mr.,and
• - . 114
.. • en:•-k•••,
4.
-..4--t
daughter, Tabitha, and Angie StanMrs. Junior Kuykendall and 'Berton visited the Rev. and Mrs. War....
ro
nice Fletcher were supper guests on
te. ,, ..44, .... .-....,%- 4....-)
. .. ,- • •• r_•rei;
-fit
ren Sykes and me on Friday
Friday of Sylvia Kuykendall.
0
. .";;?'.c.i.t
,-. - „...., -,4.-:-.
'
c• •''
I.,
The German Shepherd Dog Club of %%est Kentucky %%ill
morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes and
sponsor a Canine Good Citizen Test on SatUrdas. April 13, at Murray
-Calloway
County Park as a part of Murray's "Springtime in the Park." This
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes spent
son, Matthew, visited with Mrs.
everyday situations. The main purpose of the test will be for the ownerwill consist of 10 separate tests that ;how a dog's ability to behave in
Friday and Saturday. March 29 and
Jennie Sykes and me on Easter
to be able to demonstrate that their dog is a respected member of
community and has been trained and conditioned to behave at
the
30, at Jackson, Tenn.
Sunday afternoon.
home and in public. The club will also sponsor a NmicelOpen/Utility/Fu
Match "Show and Go" at the same time and plate. Registration for the
n
The Rev. Glynn On of Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Fleticher and
events will be from 10 a.m. to 12 noon. Testing and show will begin
12 noon. Owners will be asked to present all required licenses. Fees
visited Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr of
at
sons, Chris, Jeff and Danny, visited
Test; and $3 for each entry of Fun Match Show & Go. All events are will be $5 and $2.50 for each additional entry for Canine Good Citizen
Puryear, Tenn., Thursday.
Mrs. Bernice Fletcher Saturday.
open
October 1990 Canine Good Citzen Test entries who are, from left, Bunnyto all breeds and mixes, AKC registration not required. Pictured are
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Robinson visMr. and Mrs. Joe Miller and Mr.
Lanning, Mary Adelman.
ited the Rev. , and Mrs. Warren
and Mrs. Terry Lee Orr visited. (Dee) Felts and Ruth Jackson. For more information call Mary Adelman, 436-2858, or Diana Susan Taylor, judge, Linda Stitt, Velma
Johnston, 753-8465.
Sykes Saturday evening.
Mrs. Bettie Jenkins Easter Sunday
Clerris Wilson went by airplane
afternoon.
to Texas on March 23 to visit Mrs.
I was sorry to hear of the death
Ben Wilson and family. He
of my cousin, Geneva Kuykendall
returned home March 27.
Cisson of Wingo. She died March
(Coed from page 61
Mrs. Kim Jenkins and children, 20 with funeral and burial services
Mallorie and Blake. visited Mrs. there on Friday.
Tuesday, April 9
NEW YORK (AP) — With eight
June Cole on Sunday. Mrs. Cole
Tuesday, April 9
Get well wishes to shutins and
Murray
-Callow
inners,
ay
County
Colorado led all other
Hospital
attended service at North Fork.
.
a.m./Uni
versity
sympathy to the bereaved.
Church of Christ. Occupational Safety and Health
states in :he "1991 Family Resorts
The Rev. Lester Butler visited
Max Paschall visited Mrs. Reva
Cardiac Support Group/10 First Baptist Church events Course/8 a.m./Room 205. Stev,art of the Year" poll conducted by
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins and Morris
Paschall Sunday afternoon.
a.m./board room of Murray - include Mothers' Day Out/9:30 Stadium, MSU.
Family Circle -magazine.
Calloway County Hospital,
Florida placed second with six
a.m. and Exercise Class/6:30 p.m. Ronny Room perfoma
nce of ESP resorts, while
California and
by Abigail Van Buren
THEOS/2 p.m./Annex of Calloway First Baptist Church Women's Mind-Reading/7:30 p.m../Curris Hawaii tied for third. place with
Cenier Stables/MSC. Admission five
winning resorts each.
DEAR ABBY: In response to the ers: Your relatives in nursing homes County Public Library/lunch at Groups: Estelle Gray/9:30
free.
12:30
p.m. at Louie's. Open to all a.m./Elvie Billington, Louella Bedletter from "New Jerst•y. who asked are being cared for by an entire team
what to give a nurse and the nurse's working around the clock on three widowed men and women.
doe with Ann Narewski/7 p.m.
Murray State University Percusaides for being extra kind to her different shifts, and by singling out
Hello
sion Ensemble/8 p.m./Annex Recielderly mother in a nursing home, one particular staff member,you are Prayer Coffee of Murray ChristMothers Morning Out/First tal Hall of FA Building
,
you replied. "M-O-N-EY.MS[.
Stranger!
slighting every other member of the ian Women's Club/Melva Cooper
United Methodist Church/9 a.m.
Admission free.
Abby.a nursecould get F-I-R-E-D team. Frequently,gifts ofcandy.fruit home/9:30
Searching for answers
all
a.m.
Murray Ledger & Times Correspondent
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Colorado leads in
winning resorts

CALENDAR

DEAR ABBY

for accepting money from a patient
or the patient's family. It. is tionsidered unethical hir health-care professionals to accept monetary gifts.
A card or note expressing sincere
appreciation is acceptable and more
than adequate. By this time, you
have probably heard from several,
others. right?
SEVERAL. REGISTERED
NURSES, C4ASTONIA. N.C.

or cookies are delivered to the dpy
shift, and the afterndon and evening
shifts never see more than the empty
box in the trash!Such gifts should be
brought in three separate containers. clearly marked for each shift.
Sign me ...
FORGOTTEN ON THE NIGHT
SHIFT IN ONAWAY, MICH.

DEAR NURSES: "Several
REAR ABBY: Offering a nurse
hundired" woufd be more accu- money for her professional services
rate.,I blew it! Read on:
is demeaning and insulting. It's the
DEAR ABBY: It is so good to hear same as "tipping." Abby, nurses are
that there are people who appreciate not waitresses! I think you owe
the quality of care provided in our nurses an!apology.
FRESNO READER
nursing home. Most of the time all
we get is criticism. In Texas. most
DEAR READER: I think you
nursing facilities will not accept cash
gifts from residents and their fami- owe waitresses an apology.
lies. A written thank-you note is all
I we need. or may accept..
*
-. A CARING NURSE IN
!DEAR
ABBY:
I'll get right to the
WACO. TEXAS
point. I am 45. female, divorced, no
children,and I've been told that Lam
very good-looking. I live in Beverly
***
DEAR ABBY: Your advice to give Hills.Calif., but will travel anywhere
money as a gift to nurses and aides for fhe right opportunity. All I want
at holiday time is a no-no. I am an is a decent man — age is no object as
aide, and we are/not allowed to ac- long as he's ambulatory, but he has
cept money from patients or their to have money. Any suggestions?
LOOKING FOR
families.
DADDY WARBLTCKS
NURSE'S AIDE. PITCAIRN, PA.
***
DEAR ABBY: lam a CNA (Certified Nursing Assistant, and have
had six months of LPN training. Wc
are professional. people who are not
allowed to accept gratuities for our
care. A nurse or nursing assistant
could lose her job and license by
accepting fa monetary gift.
Personally, I appreciate a sincere
letter ofrecommendation and praise.
.which can be used at any time for a
reference. A copy should always be
sent to the nursing supervisors. If
your nurse or assistant is underpaid. your letter may help correct
that.,
One last comment to pair read -

SPRING
EXTERIOR HOUSE
PAINT SALE
OFF

DEAR tOOKING:Gail Sheehy
said, "The best way to attract
money is to give the appearance
of having it." Trust her.

YI
A

1

Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly)/7 p.m./Southside Manor
Recreational Room/Info/759-9964.

p.m/lodge hall.

Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m.,
Murtay Woman's Club House.
South Murray Homemakers
Club/11 a.m./Golden Corral
Restaurant.

to
those who what where question
abow you' new city"
'
s

WELCOME
As
V;IAGOrs,
Representative ii s my Job to he4
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing yOu some usefu'
gifts. Community into Advite or
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more. Call

. OnNon,

• Tr 1

rf $25 OFF

•

Any complete pair
of prescription eyeglasses
See the difference ilomet0wn Quality makes Compare.our prices & SAVE

Summers faiitical
Olympic Plaza •Marray
Jeff Summers, Liscensed Optician

753.7063

-Offer good thru

April

30, 1991

DRIVER'S SIDE AIR BAG

1991 Dodge Spirit

I' I

OUR DAILY SUPER SPECIALS.
oz. Top Sirloin
Only $49$
EVERY MONDAY: 8Lasa
3395
gna Dinner

A

1

$2"

EVERY TUESDAY:

Spaghetti Dinner
Veal Parmesan

EVERY WEDNESDAY:

Our Famous Grilled Chicken $4$$
3395
Shrimp Basket
14 oz. T-Bone
10 oz. N.Y. Strip

s

Hostess Kathryn Outland .753 3079
• Hostess Ingeborg K,ng 492 8348

Anniversary Special!

National Scouting Museum/ope::
Paris Road Homemakers Club/ 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
11:30 a.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Kentucky League tryouts/
Group I of CWF of First Christ- 10-year-olds/5 p.m./Kentucky
ian Church/10 a.m./home of Mrs. League Field.
Hunt Smock.
Murray Booster Club/7
Group III of CWF of First p.m./Murray High School building
Christian Church/7:30 p.m./Kathy
Perkins home.
Legion of Murray NIoose Lodge/8
p.m. with officers to meet at 7 p.m.
Ladies' Bible Class/9:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of Health Express of Murray Christ.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at George Wcaks Center/9-11:30
Ladies' Bible Class/9:30 a.m. and 1-3 p.m.

VERY THURSDAY:

WASHINGTON (AP) — More

Carter and .Robertson Elementary Schools/skating party/6
p.m./Circus Skating of Murray.

Murray • Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star/7:30

•

U.S. harvests timber

wood is grown in the United States
each year than Is' harvested or lost
to disease, insects and fire, according to the American Forest Resource Alliance, a timber industry
group.
Es, a Wall Circle, Memorial Baptist
Timher growth totals 27 billion
Church/2.p.m./Fern Terrace Lodge.
'cubic feet annually, and 16 billion
Iron Industry/10:30 aim. and 1:30 cubic 'feet is harvested, it says,
adding that about 5 billion cubic
p.m./Homeplace-1850/LBL.
feet is lost and 6 billion cubic feet
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 stays in' the ground.
Order of Eastern Star/7:30
p.m./Masonic Hall.

Calloway County Public Library
events/Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m..
Story Hour/10:30 a.m.

A
LI

Circles First. United Methodist
Church Women' include: Waters/
Doran/at church. Tucker/Frost/K.
Dunn/9:30 a.m.

$395

Only $64$
$645

0
A

2.5 Liter EFI
Automatic
Air Conditioning
50/50 Split Bench Seat
Power: Windows,
Locks. Mirrors
Tlt - Cruise
AM/FM Stereo

#100086
List Price
$13,607.00
Peppers Price 12,628.95
Fact. Rebate - 1,000.00

••••'
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A

Gallon

*FREE SALAD BAR WITH ALL SPECIALS!

'Apf

Thursday Fashion Show
IA leen

1

711

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck
company"

Fashions fl Modals From
The Suzia 0 Shoppa

PEPPERS
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Eagle

642-5661
1-800-748-8816
Paris, TN
Legal Mumbo Jumbo All prices are plus tax. title, license and doc tee alter rebate

2400 East Wood
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Jeep

A

Ws Accept Reservations for Small or Large Parties, Receptions, Snoop Meetings.
Hwy. 641 S., Murray. KY 7534505

306 Main St.
759-4979
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Baseball

and umpires

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer

•••

•---

The umpires are coming back and so are the
players. It was
opening day and baseball fans were filled
with hope.
The baseball season was to start today with
and the regular umpires were to work as many eight games
games as they
cold reach in time.
With that out of the way, Nolan Ryan
was to return the
focus to the field when he started as Milwauke
e visited Texas.
In the National League's only night game,
Cy Young winner
Doug Drahek was to start for Pittsburgh
against Montreal.
Inere has been just one no-hitter on open
ing day, by' Bob
Fc•,er :7, 1940. But there were a recor
d nine no-hitters last
ye,ir, heginning in the first week of the seas
on on a combined
hy Mark Langston and Mike Witt. and these
things tend
to 7
in Q.cles.
Toronto's Dave Stieb and Philadelphia's Terry
Mul-:ah-d eaeh pitched in the no-hit parade last
season. They
- Aare
start today' and so were Cincinnati's Tom Brow
ning
Mike Scott. who faced each other in a duel of
pitchers.
y s most recent start against Milwaukee,
last July 31.
7 • .;01 )th game. President Bush
will be on hand this
Hid -out Arlineton Stadium as Ryan tries to dupli
cate

A4

back for Opening Day

what he did in last season's opener —
he pitched five hitless playoffs that
led to all the trouble, and
innings before leaving with lockout-relat
baseball backed the
ed fatigue, and beat umpires all
the way — until it came time to
Toronto.
talk about a new
contr
act.
Mulholland was to start at Shea Stadium
again
st
Dwig
ht
"It's good to have your ace
Gooden and the New York Mets. Mulh
start the season," Boston
olland was only 9-10 catch
last season, hut he has done somethin
er Tony Pena said. "We weren't
g that neither Gooden now
counting on him, but
(19-7) nor any other Mets pitcher
that we've got him, it's a positive thing
has ever done: pitch a no. Everybody has a
lot of confidence in him."
hitter.
Two of the hatters Gooden will face are
Clemens was 3-0 with a 1.17 ERA
former teammates
against Toronto last seafrom the Mets' 1956 World Series cham
son
and is 9-4 lifetime vs. the Blue
pions. Lenny Dykstra
Jays. In his appeal to
and Wally Backman Backman was with
Pittsburgh' last sea- Brown, Clemens argued that even if he is goin
g to
son and went 2-for-5 against Gooden on
opening day as the pended. he shouldn't skip a start against Toronto. be susBoston's
Pirates won 12-3.
chief rival in the AL East last year.
"It seems like the Phillies have more Mets
from 1956 than
The Red Sox went 10-3 against the Blue
we do," Gooden said. "But I guess I'll
Jays last season
be around for a and finished in
first place. two games ahead of Toro
nto. Ii
Vincent upholds the suspension. there's
Such. who pitched twx) near no-hitters in
still a chance Cle1989, finally' got mens could
miss out %hell Toronto'visits Fenw
one last year against Cleveland. He was to
ay Park on
start for the Blue April 22-24
.
Jays at the soldout SkyDome. against
Roger Clemens.
In
other
Al. afternoon openers. Jack N1cDowel
'Clemens was supposed to serving a fivel and the
game suspension. Chicago Whit
e Sox take on Jeff Ballard and the
But after losing his appeal to American
Baltimore
League pre,
Orioles as the last season at Memorial
Bobby Brown. Clemens took his ease
Stadium begins. Greg
to commissioner 1-ay Sv.indell
and
the Cleveland Indians arc in Kansas
Vincent, meaning he can pitch until a heari
City to face
ng is held .iter
Bret Saberhagen and the Royals. and Tim
month.
Leary and the New
York
Yankees play against Detroit and Frank
It ws Clemens' eat L:h .. • Terrx Coon
Tanana at Tiger
ey :n .as: yca7., Stad:um.

YOU'
Tryouts
Kerkucit;
9 ion IN
tryouts a
Olds wit
•For rro
762-698,

FOO'
Regstra
Racer F
camp, u
football c
damenta
per into
Campers
8 to 12
altos sp

Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Opening Day brings hope
eternal to major league baseball
teams, and the two squads that
gathered in Louisville Sunday
for their final pre-season tune
up had already requisitioned
their share.
• The St. Louis Cardinals and
Atlanta Braves each spent 1990
suffering through a last-place
season, but both hope 1991
brings better things.
Cardinal manager Joe Torre,
who is beginning his first full
season as Redbird boss, thinks
those who project a rerun performance for St. Louis may be
underestimating the Birds.
"I don't like to make projections or pick a number of
Staff Report
scored an insurance run in tie
wins," Torre said Sunday.
& Times Sports
sixth, with Issacs scoring on a sae"Because I think it limits your
rifice fly by Alfeldt.
.seek. another sweep.
ballclub. I was pleased with the
On Sunday, Rick Grogan
spring we had, and I'm looking
again, by stelter improved to 5:0. as Niurr
av ws a
„ Murray' State Thor- 10-5
forward .to the. mart -of the winner. Wictiel was 3-ior- A.
season."
-emained perfect in drov
e in three runs and hit a dobThe Cardinal spring closed
:..)nference play with ble, whil
e Sammons storked
with a 7-2 loss to the Braves.
Ihree-game set with triple for
the 'Breds. Jon Grran.cn
:.ate
as both teams played like they
had three hits for Murray as the
had planes to catch. The Cards
A
and in 'Breds won their
siv,an
.; • three games
flew to Chicago afterwards for
"The good pitching is the key.
. Middle Tennessee.
tomo
rrow' afternoon's (1:20
'Breds coach Johnny Reagan sac
CDT) opener with the Cubs,
the Murray State after
Saturday's games. -W,[7„:
7••• •-s'"2 started and finwhile Atlanta headed back down
playing with a lot of
three Murray starters and
South to open with the new
that's such a big part o:
and supposedly' improved DodKent Wallace and game."
gers
Tuesday night.
went the distance
Murray travels to A...
• :- y Reagan's club. Tuesday
St. Louis enjoyed much sucand Wednesaay.
cess in spring training, with
ao to the bullpen returning
home Friday
newcomers Ray Lankford and
Cumberlanfi
••••••-•••••••.•
.
•
sd the opener SaturBernard Gilkey helping the
GOLF
: a one -hitter, as !AurBirds
swing hot bats in Florida.
The Murray Slat::
s
a
7-0 win. Bobby ished fourth out of :3 tear.
"We'
re all ready for the reg.7rovide the offense, Oak Meadow Irk
ular season." Torre said. "The
hie and single. and Tournament in Ear'atti_tude. has been great, and
'.
RBI singles by over the weekend.
we've won our share of games
Kirk
Ruet
!..n RBI ground-out
er
fires
this
to
spring."
the
plate
duri
ng his one-hit shutout on Saturday. Rueter and fello
The Racers f,aished ..A
w starters Kent
ailace Ad Rick Crogan paced Murray State to
s,ored- Brett 24 strokes behind to...r•ean-,
Newc
omers like Lankford.
a three-game sweep of Tennessee State.
Murray run. ner Bail State.: who s
who is nursing a sprained wrist
TENNIS
asn.ng," Rueter, Louisville finished sec(eTd
ha P2•!..r,,. M. 6-4.
een, woe, the exent in 3:42.55. .but hit .313 in the spring and
came wath a 1.67 620, while MI,Miear. Sea.„:
Gilkey„-who hit .423. are going
Ficather Hahn took second in the
- .‘ed to 5-2. said. 627 tr, of L's Jay Daxe;
ninns s eee:
•
to have to come through if the
(r.ncy. Rak.ci7
lo.Los.1 meters in 37:39.24. while
.
Cardinals are going to outplay ..
lottf indivtdual title Act:: a
Casano‘a am, NNaia-na Brown was third -in the
to play right
at N.,. 2. Haw thor7L• N...
expectations.
/
For the Racers. Jeif Sanda-s
in 40-1 1/2.
:\
^•L:: 1
Ya7•,r,-_„,„th at No. 5 and
"The problem with young
the way with a 156
Other top Lady Racer perfor•7 N., •
in the night- Wilson (50-77, and Price
17 ,1,:e•
playe
rs is that they have to
7:-„
es, 1nd:id - Upton in the triple
..••
Breds posted a
aid YakNo
76-81.) fired 15's.
.17-.F4ourth)..the distance medley . play to get better," Torre said.
L•. '7
No. .7 , IL: and Freer J..
Wallace. A
"They are just lacking in experBell shot a. 159 ;77-52 .
:
Lk , n
a:. team 'of Rolierson. Saleem.
,:ngle by Shane -Brinker -fired -a 1-64 ,rS3-54
••
No
2.
ience. It's just a matter of
ahd
P)07
:
(..e,err‘ and Kendra .Jledlund
B701)A,
•
•^ , ::,•`7.1 of the first
•7
\
getti
'Jeff Wells had •a 169
ng them experience at the
the 4000 quartet of
Alfedlt. both
•
major league level."
TRACK
pleased
Aay
Mi/e
nner
Sale
.
m, Rober• - N.:c to opeen the
fre lads ka.ewe p:ayee • :he fr-.: d„:),
Cardinal catcher Tom Pagnozson an,1 Mel Heigerson (fourth
coach•,.
/i hit .515 for the spring and
t .pton :. ,r, :he )00 (sixth), Brown in
V()
drove home a
'
the shift of Todd Zeile to third
didn't
.."
tfifttai. Wendy Atkin the third. the s,:cond
base appears to be a successful
inson (third. and Dedre Jackson
-1,1-;,„: \1ST .
nit a towering
move.
getting bettc
tear:- ,)! :sixth in the discu
s, and the sprint
Murray
"II'S worked." Torre said.
the OVC
Fe:i,ia 1.
re' team of Jill Doty. Alicia
•-•.a C - C77:,, . and Stern. e
"Todd Zeile is better than I
- 'nix' and Cherry (fourth).
thought he would be at third base. He's worked real hard
with George Kissell of our farm
system, and he's looked real
' K. Ark. AP; —
"I've devoted all my a.:
comf
ortable out there. At times
- •a
„role in the to opposing racism.
a•;0\,s
this spring, he's looked more
but
•
sexual incident it's wrong and I
nev elient.
comfortable out there .than he
1Thiversity of there.- Blair said. - Yes
';•oy:cs said the sexual incl.has at the i plate."
layers and a
"if this had been four 'An..., ..
nad nothing to do with
The Redbirds feature a rotaci
ta ..hairman of the
letes and a black ki71. do I
k .:iardson's talks last week
tion
of Bryn Smith, Jose
with
some of the people Who 'are:
says.
1...sa. Richardson, who had
f •
DeLe
on,
Ken Hill. Bob Tewksa
m. a public itchy the outcry would make it.) I d.
7
record with Tulsa and came
berry. arid either Jamie Moyer
ine thorny case think sa. I think there
a •
A7ikafisaS 1 in 196. announced
or Omar Olivares.
sha•., A :.
g.ve the players unfortunate element of f::,,r,day he would stay
"Pitching is the key," said
:__.s
at
ior,
to no:d
:man Jim Blair here.- B:air said ir: a 4: ..
Torre. "Every- body has talked
that. he said, 'interview. from his home.
k.criardson couldn't he /cached
about us losing Willie McGee,
xen due ;7,,,.,•••
mob mentality.
'I don't believe in lyric:: 77.
for con:ment Saturday or Sunday. Terry Pendleton and Vince Col'He
had
n.versity Judicial
the autnorey
mental:ty. I mean there. have
any Lsrete teephone messages left at' eman -- but we finished sixth
—ng he wanted to Co lie int.: I
opected today to lot of black men strung up to
his
with all those free agents
and calls to his office.
discussed t.n,t1f) issee or.
parttes invplvied the for things they' haven't done and
Broy:es said Richardson was
because of pitching. I feel our
page.- Broyles said R
.1.- investigation of the the people who strung them
recruiting somewhere in Texas.
pitching is going to be better,
on a recruiting,, trip in Lids. A.:,
found out later they were wrone
Ferritor on Saturday said he
s,
and
I really like our bullpen
unav
tie s upset that the But you can't ratify the
ailable or comm,i • aH
s:tuat.or.
recommended a stiffer penalty. He
hat -J.:
depth. We've got Lee Smith,
weekend.
•,..e,tat,on has been once you've done it.(.1 rn st 0t h,s
Bla:r,sa.d
and picked up Juan Agosto to
• tr...e.
were
The worna:ns attorney.
:he incident.
He said racism isn't the:
':in
Brox:
help
es.
wnos
us against lefthanders."
respo
e
r,sih
ile
Norw
ood
of Rogers.
issue. Some women's ad‘o,„ates
,
was to tai with RicheJso
• • • •
•ti
may
sue
Blair
for
a commen: tne
believe the woman invoked 1,
"I
don't
The
know
Brave
s, meanwhile, have
if
Nola
n
ever
I
chairman made at a Sioarday :ews
being treated unfairly because she
knew what th4 chancellor thought
habitually lived in sixth place
nappened
conference. Blair said witnesses
at the time. and even it he did. he
in the NL West, but free agents
have told the judicial hoard that :he
didn't have to follow it." Blair
Terry
' Pendleton and Sid Bream
woman told them she wanted to
said. "I think Nolan is getting a
— coupled with blossoming
"take on the starting five.- Said
young stars David Justice and
Remote VCR with on
Norwood. "He wants due process (Coned on page 9)
Ron Gant. have Atlanta excited
sceen
per wk.
about the new season.
The Braves defense will
Remote 19" TV
improve their win total by 10
This Week's Sppcial:
Si0 per wk.
games alone. Their young pitchLg. Hamburger, Fries & Med. Drink
ers
should blossomed with glove
Quasar
men like Pendleton, Bream and
Special Good
Entertainment Center
Rafael Belliard behind them.
thru April 13
,
••••2
1
.
52000 per wk.
• • • • •
C .
1989 Pontiac Grand Am
"
Here are my major league
-With this adGray, 4 door, Automatic with air. AM,1-M siere.
fricifiy Night Buffet
baseball predictions:
• "
Bar-8-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
with cassette, 51
-•- •of753-7670
In the National League East,
x mileFillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
the Cubs arc the consensus
Food Bar. Salad Bar
pick. but I have some questions
,
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink $ 95
about
their pitching staff (Is
••
Mike Harkey for real? Will
Dave Smith throw as well away
IF
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is goo
753-4461
d Food.
E.Main & Industrial Rd
from the Astrodome? Is Rick
Sutcliffe finished?). Their
offense. with Ryne Sandberg,
Cent
Shop
ral
ping
Cent
er
•
Chestnut St
•
Murray
George Bell and Andre Dawson,
753-0045
(Cont'd on page 9)
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'Breds pitching leads the way once
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Actions & Reactions
YOUTH BASEBALL

Umps, baseball settle

his Jaguar XJR-10 prototype to victory
Sunday
in the Grand Prix of Miami Bosse',
who aver
aged 84 470 mph and earned
$51,500
recorded his second IUSA Camel CT
victory
and gave Tom Walkinshaw's Jaguar
team its
second victory in tour races this
season Ken
dall finished lust 0 767 seconds
behind Boesei
n Ft's -Chevrolet Miller

Tryouts or the nine-year-old and 10-year
-old
Kentucky League teams will be April 8 and April
9 on the Kentucky League field Nine-year-old
tryouts are set for 5 p m , Monday, and 10-year
olds will try out at 5 pm , Tuesday, April
9
•For more information. contact Jim
Baurer at
762-6394

HOLLYWOOD Fla (AP) - Former
heavy
weight champion Larry Holmes got
into a *id
f,st light with Trevor Berbick
following Homes
comeback victory Sunday night over
TIm
Anderson At the postfight news
conference,
Holmes said he would never fight Berbick
aga n Holmes had outpointed Berbick over
15
rounds in defense of tne WBC heavywe
ight
crown on April 11, 1981 After Holmes
left
the
news conference, Berbick said
in a TV inter
view that a woman friend of the former
champion had broken up Bert:tick's marriag
e Homes
back in his Diplomat Hotel suite.
reard about .
the comments, found Berbick in front
of me
hOtel and chased him down a driveway,
wnere
punches were exchanged The fight
spilled onto
the street in front of the hotel
before it was
stopped by
Both men returned 10 the
front of the hotel. where Berbick
snouted
Everybody saw Larry Homes kick me
and
punch me • At that point, an
enraged Holmes
bounded over Iwo cars and landed
On top of
Berbick feet first before police
intervened age n
No nuries were reported
, and Police Sg F
Lloyd said no arrests were made

Regstrat.on is underway for the Murray State
Racer Footbal l Camp, set for June 2-6 The
camp, under the direction of the Murray State
football coaching staff, emphasizes football fundamentals with a goal of developing each camper into a sound offensive or defensive player.
Campers will be divided into two age groups 8 to 12 and 13 to high school senior - which
altos specialized group instruction to each
group's ab ties. Fees are $200 for campers
who need University housing and $160 for campers who choose to live off campus
•For more information, call 762-4150, Or
write
Community Education Program. Sparks Had,
Murray State Univervy, Murray. KY

police

GOLF
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz (AP)- Jack Nicklaus,
who was 12 shots oft the lead after Friday's
second round, shot a 5-under-67 Sunday and
successfully defended his title in The Tradition
with a one-stroke victory over Jim Colbert, Phil
Rodgers and Jim Dent Nicklaus. who earned
$120000 in his 1991 debut on the Senior PGA
Tour, finished with an 11 -under 277 total on
the
Cochse Course at Desert Mountain that he
designed Nicklaus. who shot a 66 Saturday
after rounds of 71 and 73, started the fine!
round five strokes behind co-leaders Colbert
and Rodgers Dent (70), Colbert (73) and Rodgers (73) finished with 278 totals
TUCSON. Ariz (AP) - Hometown favorite
Chris Johnson faltered down the stretcd, but
held on to capture the LPGA's PING-Welch's
Championship by four strokes over Kns Tschetter Johnson threatened to break her own
72-hole record of 16-under-par 272, reaching
the 13th note at 16-under, but bogeyed the 14th
and 15th hoes and settled for an even -par
72
that left her with a 15-under 273 total. She
earned $52,500 Tschetter carded an LPGA
season-best six straight birdies on Nos 13-18
Jan Stephenson (74). Betsy King (67) and Knst ,
Albers (67) tied for third at 278
THE WOODLANDS. Texas (AP) - Bobby
Wadkins, Mike Hulbert and Robert Wren com.
bined for a 16-under par 56 Sunday to capture
the $100,000 18-hole team scramble that
replaced The rained -out Independent Insuran
ce
Agent Open at The Woodlands Country Club
The winning group started with an eagle on
the
Par-5 first hole and finished with three pars and
14 birdies over the 7.045-y
ard Tour-amen'
Players Course Under rules of the best-ball
scramble, each member of the learn hit a tee
shot and Thereafter the team captain chose tne
best pos.tion of the three and all three payers
hit from that position
LAKE CITY, Fla (AP) - Don Reese snot a
7-under-par 65 for a one-stroke victory
over
Roger Rowland
'ne Ben Hogan Tour's LaKe
City Class c o Sunday

TENNIS
HILTON HEAD ISLAND. SC IAPI
Second -seeded GabriCa Sabatini defeated
ninth -seeded Leila Mese!' 6-1, 6-1 in the final
Of the Family Circle Magazine Cup on Sunday
to become only the fifth woman to top $4 rsulltor
.9 career earnings. The $100,000 first pr-re
raised Sabat , ncs lifet,me earnings to
$4.011,687 Martina Navrailova, Chris Even,
&Oh Graf and Pam Shnver are the Only women
Players who have made more money Sabat n
also received a new sports car and a crysta.
cup
ORLANDO, Fla (API - Top-seeded And,e
Agassi defeated fourth-seeded Derrick Rostag.
no 6-2, 1-6, 6-3 in the final of be Prudenta
Securities Classc on Sunday Agassi earned
$32,400 for his f•rst tournament victory of the
year.

AUTO RACING
DARLINGTON. S C (AP)- Ricky Ruod ran
the fastest race ever at Darlington Raceway on
Sunday to capture the TranSouth 500
nts
first victory at the oldest NASCAR
sJperspeedway Rudd, who was able to run
about 15 'aps
longer On a tank of gas than his felow
dryers,
inherited the lead when Dave Arlison
pitted for
four tires with just 37 laps to go The it
stop
dropped Allison back to second, nearly a lap
back of Redd Rudd, who was able to
rUn be
final 73 laps without pitt rtg, wasn't chaieng
eo
the rest of the way en route to hiS
'2th career
wctory Rudd, driving a Chevrolet,
averaged
135.594 mph, which broke the track
record o'
135 462 mph set by Dale Earnhardt in
the 1989
Southern 500 The TranSouth 500 record
was
'31 284 mph, se: by Lake Speed ,n
'988
MIAMI (AP)- Brazilian Rau , Boesel
held of'
a 'ate challenge from Torn Kendall and
drove

SOCCER
ROME API - Argentine star
Diego Marado
-a was suspended for 15 months.
Saturday by
The Palian league for testing
pos. ve tor
cocaine use The prohibition - whicn
covers
the rest of mis season and all of
next season s worictwde Four days ear ier,
the (fa, an
League publicly disclosed his
urine sample
taken after a match with Bari on March
17, had
!eve() posit ve 'Or COcane The max
mum per
arty was a two-year suspension
Maradona
attorney Vncenzo Sin,scalchl,
has &ready
annovncecl that he plans to appeal
Saturday s
sentence He's basing his de'ense on
Ca-s
!hal the urine samples may
have been tampered tv,th, and On the argumen
t that if h s
cent did indeed fake cocaine,
it was tne
of a human weakness and not to
rttprove s
0^
per'ormance

TRANSACTIONS

BALT:M)RE OR'OLES-Peced Be"
McDoned bildner
on me '5 day disatied 1St Signed Ernie Whitt.
catcl.ter
and Pau, Ifgj tcher Optioned David
Segui Arst
baSeMan and Roy Smth pitcher to Rocheste
r or me
Internahonal League Optoned Bob V4 ac•
•.
Hagerstown ot be Eastern Leag,e
CALIFORN:A ANGELS-Optored Boto•
Kent Anderson •ntecers and 110•44 ;0,
6'S
EdrnOrlOn O'
Ocasr
•
gey ca•-..-e•
'he
ea;..e Tam:. ' •
reassgnmert
DETROIT TGERS-Agreeo to terms er(b e
;a ourtelder on a one•year xntra.-:t
TEXAS RANGERS-S,gred Denny
•-'e•de:
P...•nnased 're contracts or 4,Cn Gossage Pitcher
Ma'
Dez infieter arC. Mike Staney and Joni, R..sse'
caterers Placed Juan Gonzaler. outtelde! on me
15-day 1,SaDed st retroactve lc March 3: Gary
Green • toielder on me 1 5-da1 disated 1st ret•oa-T- iv
to March 31 and Bnan Bcranon pitcher and Je" ..-••
eider on 'he 60-day dsabed IV e"ec•.e Apr 6
el
Son!im Poo e p•cmer to Okiahorma..0 ot the An
-e'
can Association
TORC,NTO B_LJE JAYS-Optioned Roc D..cey
der to Syraa;se ot the •nterrahoral Leag,e
National League
Ch4iCAO0
ihnilams
The ce-Ladeipnia Ph. oeS tr.,' Cr
IkE
a- d
Scene, orcners Assigned S
a- •.-J: Dwa
America, Asse7.a•
CONY: NSA- 4E7.-:
;- ed
Oa'-a" t•-•"--‘
,"
OP•ore0 0 no Mr...•e: a -c• L Gross 0,•irsts
Nasnvnis or the American Ass..
LOS ANGELES DO'L.GERS z./.•
.. „se
shortstop and Oenn,s 0O34 a-7 „
'
:
ers,1O AbuCuetoue of Ire Pd.
g-ed A•fe der to a three year zon•ract ere- SAN DIEGO PADRES-Ocrloned Adam Pee-.
S.eve Rosenberg p rchers
a•eie, or..•`e
Bnan Dorsen catcher' to as 'ye;as -f•ee Pa - • League Sent Frank Senkrara V -e:
:. it. •
!a of the ,TeiaS League Placed :•
Car 6- Me 'S-day .dsabled
I
filASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
OPLANO VAG'C-S.gned Sc.-2" S. 'es g.,•
muldyear ccnt•act
FOOTBALL
National Football League
PITTSBL,RG. STEELERS-Named
contrc.ier Tom DonahLie director 2
- •:....•ta de.e
merit and ,
.1 ^ BOSIOn football bus-ess
COLLEGE
NOS-Named Cieve Bryant otry-s..ie
• ra•
iir
ANA-Named Cerence
-gra.
.•
atniel.
NORTH TEXAS-Elite-dad the contract
Gaies men s basketia I coach "'rough the '492 31
seaso'

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance companies
Home Office Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor. State Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
Baseball

-P,-TseuRis.P-Ra"ES-S

(ilants for third. San Francisco
manager Roger Craig will try to
piece together another pitching
staff.
(Cont'd from page'8)
The Padres are a good club,
little unfair rap on this.''
but their young hurlers aren't,
Broyles said that in his ,discusready for ,the pennant race yet
sion with Ferritor, the chancellor
(Greg Riddich may also get
urged him and Richardson to take
immediate action. Broyles said he
canned this season). Houston is
and Richardson took the action
the worst team in baseball.
they did because the players proIn the American League, I
fessed their innocence.
like Boston's experience - but
"It seemed to us that under these
Toronto may be due. Baltimore
circumstances, to deny the right of
is also better, but with Jack
due process would have been to let
Clark and Danny Darwin, I still
like the Red Sox. Cleveland is
the emotion of the time dictate our
response," Broyles said.
the best of the four lessers in
Ferritor said hewasn't upset that
the East, the Yankees will be
Broyles and Richardson didn't folbetter and Milwaukee and
low his advice. Broyles and FerriDctriot will battle for last_
tor have declined to discuss specifTim Raines and Cory Snyder
ics of the recommendation. Blair
will put the White Sox over in
the West. while Oakland still
will give them a fight. California has good pitching and Dave
Winfield may be the comeback
player of the year. The Royals
When you have a faand the Mariners could compete
cility as good as ours,
in the other divisions, but not
you let it speak for itin the West. Texas suffers
self.
through another year of waiting
for their youth movement to
pay dividends, while Minnesota
11,,me of Murray • Viva( 1(0.16,
will finish last.

Chicago at 1•11rinlsot
W "1"
a, 7Y05APpnml 10

•

Detroit 6
St Louis
SI Louis
St Louis
Dana an
St LOu•S
Detroit al

•

•

•

St. Louis vie Detrod
Thursday, April 4
St Louis 3
Sidurdey, April 6
4 Detroit 2 seines tied I '
Monday, April
at Detroit. 6 35 p in
Wednesday, April 10
at Detroit 635 pin
Friday. April 12
St Louis. 135 pm
Sunday. Apnl 14
am Detroit 805 pm
if necessa-y
Tuesday. April 16
Si Louis 735 p in if necessary
•

•

•

••••

•

Los Angeles ye. Vancouver
Thursday, April 4
Vancouver 6 14DS Ange.es 5
Saturday, April 6
Los Arises 3 Vancouver 2 OT sores tad • -1
Monday, April II
Los Angeles at Vancouver 9 35 p
in
Wednesday. April 10
on Angeies at Vancouver, 935 p in
Friday, April 12
Vancouver a: Los Angeles. 935 p
Sunday, April 14
Los Angees at Vancouver 905 p in if
necessary
Tuesday, April 16
Vancouver at LOS Angeles 9 35 p in
if /emissary
• • • .
Calgary vs Edmonton
Thursday, April 4
EC-orto- 3 Calgary
Saturday, April 6
Cagan( 3 Edmonton 1. sires tied '
Monday, April 8
Cagan, at Edmonton 835 p in
Wednesday. April 10
Caigary at Edmonton 8 35 p tn
Friday, April 12
Edmonton at Calgary 8 35 p in
Sunday, April 14
Cagan, at Edmonton 705 Pm if necessary
Tuesday, April 16
.
- -on at Calgary 835 pm it necessary

'19

Auto Racing

DIVSION SEMIFINALS
(Bes1-ol-7)
Wales Conference
Pittsburgh vs New Jersey
Wednesday, April 3
New Jersey 3 Pittsburgh I
Friday, Apnl
Ansburgh 5 New Jersey 4
Sunday, April 7
Pittsburgh 4 New Arley 3 Prtsburgh eaCs sores
2-1
Tuesday, April 9
Pittsburgh at Sew Jersey 645 pin
Thureday, Apnl 11
New Jersey at Plsourgh 635 pnir
• Saturday, April 13
Pittsburgh at New Jersey 6 45 p
necessary
Monday, April 15
New Ailey an Phsburgn 6 35 pin irnecess
ary
• • • •
N.Y. Rangers vs. Washington
Wednesday, April 3
N V Rangers 2 Washington
Friday, April 5
Washngton 3 NY Rangers 0
Sunday, April 7
NY Rangers 6 Washington 0 N Y Rangers wad
series 2.1
Tuesday, April 9
N V Rangers at Wasningtor 6 35 p
Thursday, April 11
Washington at NY Rangers 635 p in
Saturday, Apnl 13
N V Rangers at Washington 6 35
pm
necessary

DARLINGTON. SC tAP, - Re6u1111 Sunday
Or
the $538750 TranSouth 500 at Daringto
way with starting position in parenthe r Raceses hometown. car. KrOs contested, reason out. if any, prize
none and winners average speed in
miles per
hour
1 1131 Ricky Rudd. Chespeake. Va . Chevrole
t
367 562.185 135 594 mph mace record,
previaJs
record. 1989 Dale Earnhardt 135 462 ntotit
2 111) Davey Allison, Hurrylown Ale Ford,
367
538.860
3 (10) Michael Waltnp Owensboro Ky .
Pontiac.
367. $20320
4 (12) Marti Marlin Batesville Ark .
Ford 366.
S22,710
5. (21) Rusty Wallace St LOUIS.
Pontiac 365
$10.260
6 (15) Kyle Petty Randleman, NC ,
Pontiac,
365 516.330
7 (3) Ernie trvan Modesto. Calif
Chevrolet
365, $15025
8 1231 Morgan Shepherd Conover NC
Ford
365. $14.320
9 Ill Jet, Bodine Chemung. NY Ford
365.
518,440
10 12) Stein kitaren. Columba Tenn
Fclnd.
365, $12.060
11. 125t immy Spencer Berwick Pa . Chevncket
.
365, $10505
12 (hi) I Ellon Daemonic's, Ga
Ford 365
513.675
13 (16) Rick Mast, Rocha:00gs Batns
Va Ond
smotee 364 19 695
14
Wison Beier, Flu Buick, 364
59.390
15 (27) Terry Labonte. Corpus Chine
Texas
Oldsmobile 364 59,735
16 (8) Brett Bodine. Chertting, NV Buick 363
58.815

118i Rick

Monday, April IS

at N • Rangers 6 15 P m

• • • •
Boston vs Hartford
Wednesday, April 3
Hartford S Boston 2
Friday, Apnl 5
Boston 4 Hallord 3
Sunday, April 7
Boston 6 Hartford 3 Boston leads canes 2-1
Tuesday, April 9
Boston at Hartford 635 pm
Thursday, April 11
Hartford am Boston, 635 P in
Saturday, April 13
Boston at Hartford 635 p in . it necessary
Monday, April IS
Hartford at Boston 635 pm, if necessary
• • • •
Montt:eel vs. Buffalo
Wednesday, April 3
Montreal 7 Buffalo 5
Friday, April 5
Montreal 5, Buffalo 4
Sunday, April 7
Buffalo 5. Montreal 4, Montreal leads se-es 2-t
Tuesday, Apnl 9
Montreal at Buffalo 635 pm
Thursday, April 11
Maio at Montreal, 635 pm
Saturday, April 13
Montreal at Buffalo 635 p in d necessary
Monday, April IS
Buffalo at Montreal 635 p ri 1 necessary
• • • •
Campbell Conference
Chicago vs Minnesota
Thursday, April 4
kannesota 4 Chicago 1 0
Saturday, April 6
Chicago 5 lAnnesota 2 senes tie(
Monday. April 8
Chcago at lAnneson 7 05 p m

said he would side with the decision by Broyles and Richardson
over Ferritor's recommendation.
but he said it would be a tough
decision.
"We talked, I guess, about a half
a dozen times about this issue in
the last few weeks - I guess about
the ramifications and how it festered - but he never secondguessed me or Nolan," Broyles
said of Ferritor in a telephone
interview before Blair made ,_,his
comments about Richardson's
knowledge of the chancellor's
recommendation. Broyles couldn't
be reached for comment later
Sunday.

Chicago at lAnnesota 705 pm if necessar
y
Tuesday, April 16
'Arneson a! CN
Suca
ngdoay,7 A35
pnpi in
14 if necessary

NHL playoffs

Washington
necessary

Razorback •••

kennesota at Chicago
NIF
735
7A7
5p
nl 1m2

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Monday• Gems*
New York 'Leary 9-191 at Detroit :Tanana
9-81
m235 p
Boston (Clemens 21-61 at Toronto !Saab 49-6i
1 05 p in
Chicago (McDowell 14-91 at Baltimore !Ballard
2.11, 105 pm
Cleveland (Swindell-I:2-9i ehacan.sas City
iSatiarha
gas 5-9; m35 13
_
5.41wauliee (Knudson 10-91 at Texas 'Ryan
'39
7 05 p rn
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Belden at Toronto 6 35 p in
Cleveland at Kansas City 7 35 p m
Caifornia at Seattle. 9 35 p nit
Mnnesota an Oakland, ¶005 p
Only games scheduled
Wedneediay's Games
Nevi York at Detroit t235 pm
Cisiveland at Kansas C•ty 405 p m
Boston at Toronto 6 35 p
Chicago at Baltimore 635 pin
killeraukee at Texas, 735 pint
Calfornia at Seattle. 9 05 p rn
kinnesota at Oakland 905
pin
• • • •
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Monday
,
s Games
H
Houston Scott 9- 11 at „..r(onnat, rBrown,s,
'591
1 05 pm
Philadelphia (Mulholland 9-1C, at
Sew
Yon.
(GOoden 19.7), 2 10 p m
Montreal (De Martinez 10.11, t Pesburgh
•Drabek
22-61, 6 35 p m
Only games scheduled
Tuesdey's Games
Phladelpnia at New You '240 pin
SI Louis at Chicago 1 2.0 pin
Montreal at Pitsbuign 635 pin
Los Angeles at Atlanta 640 pint
San Francisco at San Diego 9
35 P in
Only games scheduled
Wedriesday's Gonne
Sr Louis at Chicago '20 pill
Montreal at Pittsburgh 205 pm
Pryiadephia at New York 640 in
Los Angelis at Atlanta 640 p P
Houston at Cincinnati 635 pmin
San Francisco at San Diego 905
P in

D.C. wants baseball

Inside Scoop ...
iCunt'd from page
is going to score enough runs
to win the division.
I like New York and .±itt.sburgh to slug it out for''second.
The. Mets, beset some many
years with problems in the
-.clubhouse, could find better
baseball through team chemsitry.
Look for ,Howard Johnson to
return to his old form. and
Gregg Jefferieg to become the
kind of player that 'all the
scouts said he would be.
The Pirates' will suffer
through the inevitable jinx
season.
I think St. Louis, fueled by
Lankford and Felix Jose. could
finish fourth, if their pitching
improve. Montreal is kind of
stuck, while Phillics manager
Nick Leyva won't make it to
Me All-Star game before his
fired.
In the West. I like the Reds
to repeat. They won last year
without most of their players
having good season. Their pitching is the best in the league.
The Dodgers will finish second
because of their shoddy defense,
while the Braves could push the

Baseball umpires reached a
on a new contract with the major leagues today tentative agreement
and said they would
return to work this afternoon.
The umpires had walked out Saturday for the sixth
time in 21 years
following a breakdown in negotiations for a new
agreement. But the sides
resumed talks Sunday afternoon at the offices of
law firm and agreed on a deal early this mornithe National League's
ng.
However, because of the lateness of the agreements
,
did not know if regular umpires would be able to reachthe umpires union
all sites in time
for games. Eight openers were scheduled. includ
ing six day games.
"The Major League Umpires Association and major
reached a- tentative agreement at 7:25 this morning that league baseball
will bring an end
to the two-day lockout-strike," umpires spokeswoma
n Denise Murphy
said. "Today's opening games will be officiated by
the veteran umpires,
where possible. The terms of the agreement will be
announced later this
morning at a press conference in New York."
"We're very gratified, obviously," deputy commission
er Steve Greenberg said. It came down to money, working out the
dollars. They were
very' close in the last few hours."
Details of the agreement were not immediately available,
even to baseball officials. The sides were still negotiating the
contract language.
"I don't know what they are," National
League president Bill White
said.
The sides began closing in on a deal Friday, but talks
broke down
shortly before 3 a.m. Saturday. over what management
negotiator Robert
Khecl said was an ultimatum on money' from Richie Philli
ps, head of the
the umpires association.
At the time, Phillips said the sides were approximately
S750,000 apart,
but Kheel said he believed the difference was twice
that.
The American and National Leagues had amateur umpir
work the final two days of exhibition games. The amate es in place to
urs also had been
assigned to work today's openers.
Phillips had planned to have umpires picket games in
Cincinnati, Texas
and New York. President Bush is scheduled to go
to tonight's game in
Texas and the umpires had asked him not to cross
their intended picket
line.
,
The relationship between the major leagues and their
umpires has been
strained in recent years, leading to work stoppages
in 1970, 1978, 1979,
1984 and 1990.
Umpires have not missed regular-season games since
striking for the
first 45 days of the 1979 season. They' struck for
a total of seven games
during the 19.84 playoffs and boycotted ,spring traini
ng games for one
week last season.
Under the expired four-year contract, umpires were paid
from 541,000
to S105.000 per season. depending on seniority. The
leagues said they had
offered to increase -the. minimum to S57.500 and
the maximum to
S I 55,0(X).

WASHINGTON (AP)- This time. there were no
turesque afternoon and another huge turnout for majorglitches. Just a picleague baseball in
Washington.
A crowd of 43.264 showed up at RFK Stadium on
Sunday to watch the
exhibition finale between the Boston Red Sox and Baltim
ore Orioles. The weather was splendid. just as it was for the 37,45
8 fans at Saturday's
game between the same teams in Washington.
If attendance at those meaningless gates meant
anything, then
Washington did nothing to hurt its bid to get a Nation
al League expansion
team in 1993.
Miami drew bigger crowds -- more than 125,000 to two exhibition
games there last week, but John Akridge. chairman
of the group attempting to bring baseball to Washington, was undaun
ted.
"Because our tickets were much more expensive than
Miami's, I
expect it'll turn out that our gross equals theirs
," he said.
In other words. Washington did what it had to do. There'
s
that ,two huge crowds would .assure the nation's capita no guarantee
l an expansion
team, but it's a sure bet that a couple oftpoor turnou
ts would have hurt.
"I see this as just another positive." Akridge said. We
reacted quickly after Miami's big crowds."
The NL will pick two teams from the short list of Washi
ngton, Miami,
Denver, Buffalo, Tampa-St. Petersburg and Orland
o.
On Saturday, many of the fans had to wait outside the stadiu
m to pick
up their tickets. Some of them didn't get in untilthe fifth
inning, and only
then after officials gave away tickets to shorten the line
that stretched up
to a quarter-mile.
!No such problem occurred on Sunday because stadiu
m officials opened
up several extra ticket pickup windows. Everyone who
showed up on time
got into the stadium for the ceremonial first pitch, which
was thrown out
)1 y . Mickey Vernon, who played with and managed the
old Washington
Senators.
The Senators twice left town - the last time in 1971 but Akridge
and the other proponents of getting another team in the city
are quick to
note that there was no subway system to bring fans to
the stadium 20
years ago.
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NEW YORK (AP) --

BOXING
FOOTBALL - LOCAL
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17 1281 Bobby Hien. hectland Teas. Oesmotale, 361, 56,560
18 1331 Dave Mares, Wausau Viso
Chevrolet
361 $8.225
19 t4i Ken Schrader. Fenton Mo . Chevrolet
,
361, 17.790
20 1341 Bobby Harrelton Nashville. Tenn ,
Oldsmobile 360 1656C
21 (29) Ted Musgrave, Frankin, Alsc Pontiac.
35e $5540
22 1241 Mickey Gibbs Gadsden Ala Pontiac
359, 5.4 070
21 061 JIMM/ Means. Huntsville Ala . Pontiac
358 14.950
24 135i Rich Bickie Jr . Edgerton. Mac . Old-•
smote', 356, 53.830
25 191 Darrell Waltrip, Franklin. Tenn. Chevrolet 356. $3.810
26 (32) Joe Raman, Upland Calif .01dsmobile
355 $6.545
27 151 Harry Gant, Taytorselle, NO Oldsmobile 347 5.6380
28 137; Randy Baker. Charlotte. NC Chevrolet
346. 53 470
29 (71 Dale Eamhanh. Kannapois. NC . Cher
roost, 332. cylinder 514.310
30 (40) ID AlcOuthe Sanford. NC Pontiac
287. 6.3 325
31 i201 Define COpe Spanaway Wash . Chen
rest 279. $11 665
32 1191 Hut Stnelin Calera Ala . Beck, $5
980
vibration
33 126) Des Made Ill. Melons, Ala Pontiac
197 53.170
34 161 Alan Kuiwidu. Greenfield. *lac,
Ford,
$11 135. acodent
35 1391 Ha Baley. Hcsislon. Pontiac,
172.
$1 100 handing

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 7534527

1991
Ford
Ranger
XLT

Check Us Out

•Exhaust Work
•Brakes
•Tune-ups

753-7283

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE

Parker Ford

Health &

FREE Delivery ANY Time!
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-Midnight
Central Center (Hie to Big s clianws)
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-1 a.m.

Smuy Nam al felloart Gm" Or

Discount

$600.00
$500.00

Rebate
*Must.

$1,000.00

Meet Requirements

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Tour Complete Auto Center

r 1.•7

701

Main St. Murray

753-5273

•108- Wheelbase
•P215 Steel OWL
All-Season Tires
•Tachometer
•Cast Aluminum WheelsDeep Dish
•Sliding Rear Window
•Power Steering
•Air Conditioning
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$8,890.00

Complete Auto Repair
of Murray, Inc.

970 Chestnut St.

$1,989.00

First Time Buyer*

Put Your Trust in...

Vitne

$12,979.00

Factory Discount

-Tire Rotation and Balance
•Air-Conditioning
.011 Changes and More.
"Keeping your car
or truck maintained,
helps keep major
repair costs down."

FREE PIZZA ANYTIME

759-1551
"Home of the Largest Pizza in Town"
CLASSIC DINERS

List Price
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FARM/AGRICUtTURE

•

PADUCAH LIVESTOCK MARKET
Cattle 382 calves 1 compared to
last week slaughter steers and heifers untested. Cows steady-1.00
higher, bulls steady. calves and
sealers untested, feeders steers and
heifers 1.011-3.00 higher with quality not as attractive as last week.
Slaughter cows: breaking utility
2-3 50.00-53.00, cutter and boning
ati.its 1-2 50.00-54.0075. cutter
:49.75-52.00.
S.aughter bulls: field grade 2
155c-1950 lb. indicating 70-79 car,:aNN .noning percent 55.25
-56.25.
Feeders: steers: medium No. I
300-400 lb. 109.00-115.00.
406,500
106.00-115.00. mdivi2200. 500-600 lb.
10.00, 625.-785 lb.
00. 980-985 lb.
74 00. medium No.
'235 lb
.112.1io. 300-500 lb. 85.00-91.00,
85 00-88.00, medium
- A-445
&1.00-65.00.
2 31-365 lb.
5.00. 400-500 lb.

84.00-93.00. .1 5 1h. 74.00, small
No. 1 - 300-400 lb. 85.00-102,00,
400-500 lb. 82.00-101.00.
Heifers: medium and large No. I
260-285 lb. 108.00-112.00,
300-400 lb. 99.00-114.00. 400-500
lb. 93.00-104.00. individual 111.
500-600 lb. 54.00-98.00. 600-700
lb. 81.00-87.00, 710.00-715.00 lb.
72.00-80.50. medium NO. 2
300-500 lb, 95.00-111.00. 500-600
lb. 81.00-84.00. large No. 2 3051b.
91.50. 555 lb. 82.00. 750-760 lb.
68.00-73.00. small No. 2 300-400
lb.. 82.00-100.00. 500-665 lb.
5.00-85.00
Stock cows and calves: Medium
and large No. 1 800.00-850.00
small No. I 600.00 with 2-6 year
old and 200-250 lb. calves at side.
Stock cows: large No.
560.00-700.00 with 2-10 year old
and 4-s mo bred, small No. 1
400.00-435.00 with 2-6 year old
and 6 mo bred.
Stock hull: Large No. 1 1000 lb.
-6.00.

Soybean yields improve with technology
new technology -soy cc.could be dramatically
,:ood years - and no
were likely in bad
wo...d Kentucky farmers
techniques?
the next several
„.ase that's exactly.
tne 'University of
C.211ege of Agriculture is

'ea:

K

seeking to determine.
-We're working on experiments
In growing soybeans in very narrows where each plant
eoaally spaced from its neighbor
sald Dennis Egli, a UK research
aeroromist. "Basically, we know
we ha‘e data that show when we
co to \,'.'7‘ narrow rows we gc:
"We think this oeeers
most.% w ben overall .‘,.itttils are
had sears. narrow
rows and ,-7‘,.27.1:07a: row'.
• t.- `'
17.e S..17.1e
true
:
7-lertIs
tIte
:77.7 ....:...`7‘ are In.::
re 7:.:1:7 off us:ng :re narro..
rows. Egli s'.;:d. TileN won'tdo ar.y
worse. rd
ood years tney
cruld do s:gn:',-izantly be:;er.

I.R.A.
8,1%
(12 Months)

Ky Farm Bureau

fi-E.Iticze4

of the three preceding years will be
forfeited.
The new legislation also provides that when a farm is divided
through reconstitution, the quota
transfers with the resulting farm
shall not he less than 1,000 pounds.
The new owner can either purchase
pounds to increase the allotment to
1.000 pounds. combine the
land
with other land owned by the purchaser so that the resulting farm
has at least 1.000 pounds of quot
a
or sell the pounds.
The enrollment in the 199_1
Wheat:Teed Grain Program will
•,':N7ttirti.:: until April 26, 1991. Promay e:eet to grow a perce
ntage of thie base or enroll in the
i 9s- 2 program.
Persons enrolling in the program
may elect to receive an advance
payment of 40 percent of the projected payment, with the final payment being issued later in the year.
Persons farming in more than
one county will be required to sign
an .AD-1026 isod-busteri in their
control county before receiving any
type of price support.
If yoa ha%e a question concerning your control, please contact
your c0a7,1 ASCS

11

ideurt
t
•
edey

- /4dieed- --./.1.."(2.ctitluae

Pseudorabies
...:rpesy.r.es
The Kent,...ky Depart.men:.
on a roll after making rn.a.
strides again,: brucellosis in eat: .
N.ou targeted in its sights'.
Seriously. the KDA reCe7'.1
adopted a r'Aeclorah!e.s eradicatne7.
and cor.tro regalation. wiihW
7ett..:re ceinup ot infected swinc

metnoi: .sed the premises must he
,
0! hrecdin.:. sw the Within Iv,
.;7, .
4 0: a- -.• 7C w1111.

--,-)ntn. There 7..o. be some ',Lite
a‘ailabe to he paid
•
ahema:s erl: to slat:enter
a-e see. ,
s.. ne
't .2 ..
testing or may req_ -c complete
'ng of herds
n..rnee. becaus.•
requirement.s include a reg
-- paralysis. outior that ,r11 breeding swine
in
• ”- exarnp
Keneu,k% olfered !or sale to a Kenfoct_s
:s
scer
regati‘e to an
;17.d the
.
davs of change
owh.%.".-•
or the sw:ne mast
!rorn a ..ualified
:
%e herd Feeder
test if Irom
a monitored
• traN, enter
or
s..andards
mu st

Daily & Weekly
Rates

9534703

ly

Tobacco allotments have been
released from the ASCS office.
Increases were made on burley
quotas and dark air cured tobacco
allotments.
The office has begun leasing
tobacco and will continue to do so
otil June 1, 1991. Persons wishing
to lease tobacco must know the
farm where the.tobacco will he
grown before signing the lease.
There are new regulations concerning burley quotas for 1991.
Beginning with 1991. the lease and
transfer limitation has been
increased to 30.000 pounds per
farm, and it will be possible to sell
barley pounds.
The new ow- ner of purchased
burley must designate the tract
where he wants to put the new
pounds and the pounds will stay
with this tract for contribution purposes. The purchaser 'must also
grow' or share in the risk of production for three years or lose the purchased pounds.
Purchased burley pounds must
remain on the buying farm for
three Ncar S before it can be
leased
away or resold. Beginning in 1994.
barley quotas which have not been
a.+,:y or grown during two

Auto Rental

(A+ Superior Rated)

Agok

Tobacco allotments recently
released by local ASCS office

East Main St. 753-4461
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Lower fuel prices predicted
WASHINGTON Ai
The ea,
of
r,lean lower fuel costs for farmers takin global oil sappl.„.
g to their fields this spring.
according to new projections by Agricultur
e Department economists.
Also, they said, the end of the Persi
an Gulf War can lead to
the restoration of important export marke
ts, bat there are a lot of
uncertainties about that.
Several months ago, the department's
Economic Research Service
was talking about the possibility of
world oil prices averaging 530
per barrel ,or more in 1991. That
have lifted farm energy
cosor 10 percent to 15 percent from
last
Last November. three months after- Iraq
.imaded Kuwait. crude
oil prices rose to more than 540 a barre
l. douh:e what they had
been in July.
As the situation eased. however. :he re•e.
.%7 Ner% e reduced
1991 oil price' projection to about
per barrei, refleeting the '
larger global supply than had been antic
ipated
"Crude oil prices have fallen sliarpiy
se-1.e January and are now
expected, to average S21.50 per barrel
during 1'491. rather than 528
as previous1y. assumed." economist Dian
e Berteisen slO1
the
April issue of Agricultural Outlook
magazine.
Overall, she said. 1991 ftrm expenses..
.are expected to rise about
2 percent from last year. less than pre
.:us indoc-oted. Faels,
well as farm wage rates arid interest
rates. are expcte to eht
Direct: government payments to farmers
:
drop 5 percent from 1990. probably to less s year are cxpetted to .
than 59
Last
year's payments were down arou
nd 15 per:: to an
59.4
H.ion from t10.9 billion in 1989.
According to USDA, records. direct paym
ents to farmers rose to
a record 516.7 billion. in calendar 1987
. then dropped to 514.5 billion in 1986 as higher commodity mark
et prices took hold.
But Bertelsen cautioned that current
projections are ter.'., and
that many changing factors are at work
. inelactirg new ,:ormrodity
programs for _major crops_ _
• "Program participation for 199 i is
more difticaot tol gauge than
usual, in part because of uncertaint
y about farmers' respo;-,sc
provisions of the new'farm act.**
she said. "Inc.,:rioses
:
pate are mixed.''
Lower market prices and greater plant
.r1; Ile on
the new . law encourage participation.
Berte:sen said, But arco:
ton in the nurr.her of acres eligib•Ie
i.or pay
and. ior
crops. larger land -idling requirements
Iscourage part c pat., Greg Gajewski. also of the EconZ'em.
Researen
end of the Gulf War
too::
Middle East.
'For U.S. - agricultural exports, howe
ver. :00 rhan‘ L;acst.,e,
remain unanswered to accurately
est;mate .now maj; o a re':.
to expect." he said.
In the 1989 fiscal year. the Nliddie
East accounted for 52,3
lion worth of U.S. agricultural expor
ts. 5.7 perceok of the total
that sear.

CALVIN
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Now On
'
Sale

VMagic Chef• Li

Prices Good thru
April 13, 1991

/4
"6.40011

Two Servicemen Now Available

Bel-Air CEnter
753-0440

Paris, TN

Legal Mumbo Jumbo All prices are plus tax, title. license and
ctoc fee after rebat

j'.'r;• S..17 ••
1 ••,
;',.r .••
• •'
.1;
• ,f
' •j•

4.0 grade point average in his
major.
Richard Bowling is a 1986 graduate. of Boone County High
School. He is currently living with
his parents in Calloway County. He
is a senior agriculture tnechanitalion student with a 3.66 GPA in his
major. Upon graduation, Bowling
plans to seek- a position in the agrcultural machinery' industry.
These scholarships are due largely to the efforts of long time Murray. Implement dealer Will Ed
Stokes. Members of the Kentucky
Farm and Power Equipment Dealer
Assoelation strone7y support scholarship progran' • :n the state

ct ate •a•tr
hrv!ht door

Jeep
Eagle

4•••••••• •

.

Two Murray State University
agriculture mechanization students.
William Brown and Richard Bowling. were recently presented with
S400 scholarships from the Kentucky' Farm and Power Equipment
Dealers Association. The awards
were presented by Ross Morgan.
director-at-large. from H and R
Implement Co. in Hopkinsviller
William Brown is a 1988 graddate of Calloway County High
School and is currently a junior at
Murray State. Upon graduation.
Will plans to obtain a job in the
farm machinery industry or possibly continue the family farming
operation. Brown currently holds a

.11F;1, • Refrigerators

=.:47

Podgerruth

Two Murray State agriculture students
recently presented with scholarships

All

Children under 1 D may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolu
tely FREE. Only two children pet pay
ing adult

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car &
truck company

Murray State Unkersity agriculture mechaniz
ation students William
Brown and Richard Bowling were recently pres
ented scholarships by
Ross Morgan, director of the Kentucky Farm
and Power Equipment
dealers.

• WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJ
OR APPLIANCES •

Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.

Sale Price $7568473

4.0
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SIRLOIN STOCKADE
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NDERWOOD
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Village Shopping Center
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Earth Day, NASA exhibit highlight
LBL 'Visitor Appreciation Weekend'

Shift On The Fly 4WD

1991 Jeep Cherokee 4x4

Llter 190 H.P.
Automatic
Air Corditioning
Rear Defroster
flit Steering
fun Size Spare
Styled Steel Wbe - 3
Roof Rack
Rear Wiper Wasner
AM/FM Stereo
40

#100050
List Price
$19,211.00
Peppers Price 17,376.26
Fact. Rebate - 1,000.00

Sale Price 16,37626
UFOs buffs ho
ld convention

EUREKA SPRINGS, Ark. (AP)
— The annual convention of UFO
enthusiasts that ended Sunday was
no laughing matter, an organizer
said.
Lou Farish said he's heard the
snickers of people who don't _take
seriously talk of, cow mutilations,
.crop circles and extraterrestrial kidnappings. And he insisted it's no
joke: space aliens that visit the
Soviet Union really do look different than those that visit the United
States.
'I'm assuming the skeptics
don't know anything about the subject or they don't want to face the

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your
car & truck company"

PEPPERS

Is

ti Dodge °=.
11111181U

Jeep

Thome

Oidgellants gar,

Esidie

642-5661
2400 East Wood
1-800-748-8816
Paris, TN
Legal Numb° Jumbo.All prices are plus tax, tile, license and doc lee
after rebate.

implications of the subject. They
don't want their world disturbed,"
Farish said Sunday in a telephone
interview from the third Ozark
UFO Conference.
"The implication of the subject
... is we're definitely not alone. I
don't know if we're in danger.
There's that possibility," said the
53-year-old part-time postal clerk
who publishes a newsclipping service about UFOs.
Speakers from around the world
gave presentations about UFOs at
the conference, which about 400
people attended.
Sergei Bulantsev. 46. a UFO
researcher from the Soviet Union,
told conference-goers Saturday that
aliens in his country are better
looking than those in the United
States.

BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE
"
••••,Rxe•.

Peter Gott. M.D.

DEAR DR GOTT I have been diagnosed as having sarcold and know
nothing about it What is it, and what
can I do to cure the situation"
DEAR READER Sarcoidosis is a
disease of unknown cause that affects
most of the bodps organs. notably the
lymph glands. the lungs and the liver
Diagnosed by biopsy, the characteristic lesion of sarcoidosis is called a
granuloma. a tiny area of inflammation (without pus) that persists indefinitely or turns to scar tissue
When many granulomas affect an
organ. it enlarges and will function
less efficiently For example.sarcoidosis most often affects the lymph
glands in the chest, which swell and
are usually discovered, by accident
during routine chest X-rays Or, if the
lungs are involved, cough and shortness of breath may be the first signs
Despite its predilection kir many of
the body's organs. sarcoidosis seldom
causes death, which is most often the
result of progressive lung involvement In fact, the affliction causes
disability such as visual problems
from ocular inflammation) in only
about 10 percent of cases

Fortunately. sarcoidosis often disappears without treatment. Therefore, unless symptoms — such as difficulty breathing — progress, therapy
is best avoided, experts recommend a
"wait-and-see" approach If treatment is required, prednisone (purified
cortisone) is the drug of choice.
In summary,sarcoidosis is a chronic. usually mild disease that seldom
requires treatment unless the disorder causes progressive symptoms
from eye and lung involvement
DEAR DR. GOTT What is Beano^
DEAR READER Beano is a new
product. manufactured by Lactaid
Inc that prevents bloating from gasproducing foods, such as beans, peas.
nuts, grains and vegetables
The material is an enzyme that
breaks down indigestible sugars in
food, thereby preventing fermentation in the colon, with resulting gassiness It takes about five drops of
Beano, added to a meal, to eliminate
bloating and flatulence
Beano. a natural product, is completely safe and should provide valuable assistance to people who are
troubled by the gas caused by eating
certain foods

SIFIEDS
010

ntn

020

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Nodes

Housing Authority of Murray accepting bids
on
used refrigerators, ranges, compressor, 48- mowers and 1978 pickup truck. And a few miscel
laneous items, on and as/is-where/is basis.
Items
may be seen at 400 Ash Street Murray April
11,
1991 between 8:30 a.m. and 12 noon.
Bids must be sealed and delivered to reach
the
housing authority office at 716 Nash
Drive,
Murray, Kentucky by 2:00 p.m. April 11, 1991
at
which time formal bid opening will be conduc
ted.
The Housing Authority of Murray reserv
es the
right 6)reject any and all bids if deemed to
be in the
best interest of the Housing Authority.

•

VCR Service
All Brands

Ward-Elkins

•••A''
,

BOLD

WANTED
TO BUY
Dark air-cured,
dark fire-cured
or burley base.
Please Call
492-8566
after 5 p.m.

KZ*

JANUARs4 t990 lL425 THROWN
AWAY ON WORKOUT EQUIPmENT
I DIDN'T USE .

1, 1940. 168 THROWN AWAY
r /914,
ON PLANTS I MURDERED...

ARC 'qq'zso THRowtt)
Pvav, 114. 5n0€5 .1 DIDN'T NEED..

JULY, Af90 $133 THROWN AWAY
ON SELF-181PROvEMENT BOOKS
I DIDN'T READ

riEPTEMBER, P990: $85 THROWN
AWRY ON A PlAiRDO I HATED, .

A DECADE OF FINANCIAL MEI PENDENCE, AND THE ONLY CONCEPT I'VE TRULY AUSTERE IS
THAT Of "DISPOSABLE INCOME"

NOVEMBER MO: 1100 THROWN
AWAY ON F000 I THREW AWAY.

•41.11=

His rifle poised, Gus burst through the door,
stopped, and listened. Nothing but the gentle sound
of running water and the rustling of magazines
could be heard. The trail, apparently, had been false.

_

LANDSCAPING timbers

$2 87 Cash & Carry Treas
Lumber

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Camaro RS. loaded

MATHS
TRANSMISSION
Specializing
in
front wheel drive,
overdrive, foreign
&
domestic. 12
months or I2xxx
mile warranty.
624 N. 4th
Murray. Ky.
753-6374

CATHY

4143445 $312.30 mo'

Call Gene at 753-2617
•Rws Tax Tile & 1,cense
!.8 !A° Closed End Lease

PICTURES and Mirrors for

walls bathrooms homes
and offices Double beveled and plain edge mirrors Also glass table tops,
glass repair and replacement work for autos,
homes, and businesses
M&G Complete Glass Co

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

vessel
45 Withered
46 Chicago s St
48 Move about
furtively
50 Music variety
51 Deposited
53 Boundary
55 Eggar ID
56 Gastropod
mollusks
59 Lower
61 Vision
62 Junctures

20 Surgical
thread
23 Born
24 Newspaper
paragraph
26 Mature
28 Clerical deg
29 Automobile
style
31 Corrects
33 TV's Thicke
35 Hawaiian
goose
36 'The Six Dollar Man

GARFIELD
THIS LOOIKD LIKE AN
INTELLIGENT ANC)
INFORMATIVE: PRO6R1\m

/ FORTUNATELY, THERE ARE
,(.)THER
ON

1

2

DOWN
1 Give
2 Spanish
article
3 Golfer's
need
4 Units of
energy
5 Pirate flag
4

3

5

15

18

19

24

25

29

ANOTHER P-MiNUS..
slAN — STN' IT:

7M40 DE 'la RE
ON YOUR
WAY SIR

'12-M N. .•-•
hi,N,LL OF FA ttE_

kiOLORE
WEIRD
•%?NARCIE

9

10

13

21

22

23

26

27

34

31UURU
U
35

37

UUU

•

38

39

44

45

43iii

4.3

47

49

52
57

58

S6UIU
61

54

53

UUUU

40

41

iii
Ui
50

48UUU

51

28

32

12

ON MY
WAY TO
LAA-IERE 7

8

30

33

36

Negative
8 Plunge
9 Verve
10 Retreat.
retire

16

20

55

59
•
62

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-tree locai

TRACTOR-TRAILERS

11 Foundation
13 Acts
16 Cooking
instruction
19 Foot lever
21 Unlock
22 At no time
25 Shopping
areas
27 Baseball
teams
30 Metal
fasteners
32 Cut
34 -High —
36 Posts
37 Staten —
38 Christmas
carol
40 Deletes
41 Sufferer from
Hansen's
disease
44 "Growing

990 EXPERIENCE
NE EDED

ALLIANCE

PACT

TN

41°,
4 Fish Day
)0
Its Time For Stocking
Slack

47 Falsifier
49 Joint
52 "— Hard"
54 Airline info.
57 " Law"
58 Martin ID
60 Morgan ID

.

• .

Delivery WM IA
Fridley, AprIl

irrt.

Al The Fawning Leesiee:

•" •

levihern kin C40441
Olney, KS
(WW1 ?Wuxi
Dow 4.004:011 pa

„

•-„Atik

"

•
•--•
•4
4- -.J
.
.
44
,
1
:
i'

C411 voab7C111 OVA *Waco you
ordir w ad

UUUU

Clues for toda'..cro.....,ord punk.

::..,

CHANNEL CATF6H. HY81410
auJE CAL. Faisal winnow
La ye Mart, BMW
Crap.
iw aid, Troad GEMS Carp ilor
Done Weed Coned) Th• 4Arel
Roe Gil re Hied,4.411050Q
to
wards

1111111131

DIAL-A-WORIr

C991011 mews"

LEARN TO DRIVE

7

12

14

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

MIN

note

7

Center

CANCER
INSURANCE

A DI T
P
A Y
W
MEDE
R
AllA GO
AS DROP
A
EID
I.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
0 A
A
M
A
A
ElIF
EIL
A
A S
T
S
L
6 Guido's ow

6

11

Di)melana
753-0180

Answer to Previous Puzzle

39 Carouse
42 Equally
43 Sailing

1 Hinder
6 Beneath
11 Loose
waist-length
jacket
12 Labored
14 Article
15 — Benedict
17 Measured
step
18 Weaken

House Plants

10-4 Hwy 94E 5 miles. Special Purchase Guess Jeans
(womout look) Reg. $60,
Now $30. Brand name jeans,
y'S, misses and women's plus
sizes Mens Jeans brand, Jotdache,Lee,LaGear and Levis.
Large selection tops, jeans
and other items on sale. Check
our pnces. 759-1062.

CALVIN and HOBBES
')4(..)r. 0.30\T ALSO, CALI)t‘i
'
.14E '‘.1E SOLD Nl11
DEa).1GED'
REqR2ING
To 41114SELF

Close
to
Court
Square on 5th St
$160 00 per month
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information

COUNTRY Jeans New
Hours Thurs-Fn 12-5; Sat

753-1713
I %ISA

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

Over 400 Potted
Plants Cheap!!!
•Impatiens
.Gardenias
•Begonias •Colias
Dixieland Shopping
Ctr. Sidewalk

By GARY LARSON

;

1,
40V4 'Jtsi

PAGE 11

DR
. GOTT
by

TVA's Land Between The Lakes exhibit in conjunction with the
Gol(LBL) will roll out the spring carpet
den Pond Planetarium feature "Magi
c
for this year's Visitor Appreciation
of the Night." Environmental topics
Weekend on April 20-21, and the
and issues will be covered by booths
1991 edition promises to be as excit- from local and State
organizations.
ing as ever.
Sue Darnell. Kentucky's Director of
Visitors are invited to enjoy all
Space Education, will join other
educational facilities.. including The
speakers from 2 to 4 p.m.
Homeplace-1850: Woodlands Nature
Woodlands Nature Center will
Center. and the Golden Pond Planehave a variety of wildlife programs.
tarium free of charge. Campgrounds The Homeplace-1850 will
have ox
and lake access areas will charge only
cart rides, two muzzleloading rifle
half the normal camping fees. Rematches and demonstrations on hutfreshments will be served at the North
termaking.
and South Welcome Stations and the
For more information and a scheGolden Pond Visitor Center.
dule of events, write Visitor AppreOn Sunday. April 21, the LBL ciation Weekend. 100
Van Morgan
Association will celebrate Earth Day.
Drive. Golden Pond, Kentucky.
at the Golden Pond Visitor Center. 42211-9001. or call
(502) 924-1238
The National Aeronautics and Space between 7 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.. MonAdministration (NASA) will have an day through Friday.

•0111111

MONDAY, APRIL S. 1991

Tril Free 110341A34141111

Fish Wagon. Inc

1-900-454-3535
Extension #702
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CLASSIFIEDS
020

on

TREAS Lumber now has
chain link fencing Come in
and see Wait for details
010
I

Card
04 Thanks

'The .farruty of Ken.
neth 9ackcon would
like to express with
gratitude aft the fondness and Love that was
shown to our-family 64
'Dr Dowdu and the
staff at
'The food, flowers
and lore _,pren
Inirnis and retative.
una
always
he
renst•

The
word., of
strength and .fiere
reri i;t; lohn Date and
tne

n .ten.s•S Si:Oxen to
tni tne staff Of

lt:..e- r4j 4Orne
and
ca.se

V.I 17-E OPEN
INGS NEED a job') A
GED7 Hope for the future'
vou may quay it You do
not have your GED or high
schoca diploma You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
eroiect is funded by the
Nestern Kentucky Private
adustry Couno JTPA
CaIIJTPA Oot Of Sono°,
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
8a rn /1 30a

060

1110

Help
Wanted

H.
Wanted

Business
Opportunity

Articles
For Sale

AREA sales position avail
able in NW Tennessee and
W Kentucky with maior
feed co Must have lives
tock and sales background
with minimum 2 years col
lege degree in Agriculture
Send resume to PO Box
1040F Murray Ky 42071

NOW taking applications
for all shifts at Puryear
Nursing Home for nursing
assistants Certified train
ing available on site Apply
at 223 W Chestnut St
Puryear TN
Mon -Fri
8 4pm

AMERICAS #1
TOP BEVERAGE
NAME IN U.S.A.
DISTRIBUTORSHIP
SET OWN HOURS
0.0Entm SEC UNTY)

PROM dress biackwhite
Size 7 $100 Call after
5 30pm 753 6200

Notice

POSITION available for
licensed dental hygienist
Full or part time Send re
sume to 324 Tyson Place
Paris Tn 38242

BOOKKEEPING and sales
experience Part time or full
time Steady employment
Flexible hours Send resume to 102 N 15th St
Murray or call 753 2282
between 4-5pm

PREP cook lee I. o.anted
Joh p.x , 54 il per hour
Please
tn person at
Majesti. Ro!. ale Holiday Inn

DOE to expansion into tne
Marshall Co area the personnel dept of Pepsi Cola
will accept applications and
interviews at 701 Poplar
Benton, Ky on Tues, April 9
and Thurs April 11 from
2-4pm if you are interested
in a rewarding career op
portunity Opportunities include route delivery with an
excellent driver training
program & Sales training
program Please apply at
these times Of send resume
to PO Box 1070 Marion lii
62959

PROFESSIONAL Sales A
Fortune 500 Company is
expanding its sales force in
Western Ky Salary up to
$2500 per month plus commission First year income
340-$50 000 Excellent
benefits company paid
pension No travel Ideal
candidate would have prior
expereriCe in at least one
of these reiated fields bus:
eess management, banking acco.e.^tng law edu
cation or Orr°,sales experi
ence Co ege degree
recoleyou -Ins is a career
opportu- ty You will be
caiiing on business owners
and professionals in Murray and soeoundinc areas
Send •esome to Prop L
McG `a, or McGII & Assoc 230.:' Ervin Coat Or
•171
y 420C

'EARN EXTRA INCOME•
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing 1991 Travel brochures For more inforrea
tion send a stamped
addressed envelope to A 1
Travel
P 0
Box
430780-B1 South Ma
FL 33143
EXPERIENCED m•,rning
grill cook
pass 54 50 pc•
•••
base.i on exper!....7•.....•
person Atecoo k. Alt
Holiday Inn

5c".*S-RESS wan-.
•posttn

165

STORv S Coaae 1.
a'y

NEEDED immediately ..icc
HOUSE o' Licyc ,s a
shop maceinst wth 5y,s plan
sewoo -ome
experience on lathes mos
terrs We -eed area sope•
Tills and grinders Most
visors 'o• the a: new oeo:
nave own tools Top oay fce
ram Free ea.e-g
•+
expeeencee maco , n
New 'a-sec ••:.•3 Overtime beoefits vaca ,
so', -ters-ste:to
Don Send resume to PC,
1 600 2E4,
Box 3',OTe pa's
38242
NOW aoceot ng
-- a
Sons for 1•72.:NOW haring in hoosekeeP tens
Aoo
-;*
,rig department Most ao.,
Mu••ay
P
4'
in person at Shoneys ,-r
9am 3o•

•

Antques

.3.

Articles
For Sa;e

N I "-1\t 1-I
•
I c..1. fit r...f il u

care Supplement.Polay. R pay:- h,•
$628 Part-A deductible as well as

KEN Holland prints 15 'or
$500 Some very o'd
759-4971 leave message

ir

•
•'c
--s

y

•

For more infer-ma', •

•

KIRBY Vacuum Cleaners
sales and service Cal]
Jerry Adams Mayfield
days 247 4704 nigfos
247-6663

V7"..
_.• 7!

2

• • •'

090
Situation
Wanted
A.1.3 -owes:
,

753-4199
Hopkin

Ref,
,•‘;'- zes

sville Federal Savings Building
'Free local claim service'

Errand Service of
- Aesitting grocery
g postal and tank
ng needs etc 753-9630
Mon Or 85 References

•,,
,ihrr,,firli es

REGISTERED NURSES
•

Emergency Room. Cntical Care, Orthopedics. Long Term Care, Obstetrics.
Surgery, Medical/Surgical. Full, Part
Time, and PRN positions available
For details contact.
Lyn Ryan. RN
Nurse Recruiter
(502) 762-1319

WILL wash and wax mobile
homes
Cali Starks
Brothers Mobile Hs-e
Parts and Suppi,,,753 2922 753 2753

SIZE 7,8 brand new Alfred
D Angelo formal wedding
dress Has sheered ruffled
sleeves and train
759 9931

11•444.••111$4•atut.l,

f.mpl,,v••••

SUNTAN booth 753 3488

Ira
Business
Opportunity
HOME tasel business
EJropear skin care No de
livery No 'inventory $98 to
star! For information call
707 876 1834

yogurt business. Exc.
busineet opportunity.
Local sandwich le

Video Elite
6184244388

COT1TaCt
803 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

TILLERS - Front Tine Slip
Briggs and Stratton engine
chain drive $299 99, rear
tine tillers 3 forward speeds
and reverse Shp $649 99
Slip $749 99 Waken Hardware Downtown Paris
Open all day Saturdays
WATER heaters round
electric double heating elements Syr glass lined
tanks 30' or 4'0gal
$14999, 50gal , $15999
Wallen Hardware Down
town Paris Open all day
Saturdays

Da

7 A

Business
Rentals

CO 1,,S

ST. rfT

310
Want
'
s

*

I

•-•

Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts
Lighted
Driving Range
Miniature Golf

Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones

1 or 2 bedroom apartment
753 4'09
Business
Services

753-1152
MURRAY. KY

2BR duplex
753 2297

$275 mo

28R energy ert.cient du
plea New paint /extra
clean Central H A appliances Available now
Coleman RE 753 9898
5 ROOM apartment at 703
S 4th St Call 753 0839 or
436 2935 after 5pm
A BRAND new brick du
plea 2br ac gas heat all
appliances No pets
753 7688 or 759 4703
nights

,

oar. '•
herilth,
Vorihil*'%i Ii.11/10

rty

•

verunvs

CLINICAL MANAGER

33 Bed OrthopediC/Surgical l:nit. Registered NuNe4vith 3-5 years clinical experience and previous management expen
encc required. A baccalaureate degree is
preferred
of (Ivied% I IMial I
1 .
N
1.113.ti 71.0 1314
•

MURRAY
CALUMNY
COUINTY
HOSPITAL

,•r••••I • Murr.o, henhel. 10- ,, I

GROOMING done with
TLC NOT TRANQUAL'Z
ERS Pegs Dog Grooming
7532915
SHELTIES (Toy Collies)
sable white 354 8211

dishwi•
I

ctent,
5 ACRES of cournf living
with a 3br brick home 2
garden spots outbuildings
pond and fruit trees Of
fered at $66 500 MLS
2974 Contact Kopperud
Realty 753 1222

HIgh

4BR 2 b
Lynn Gri
detacher
age ML
Koppe
753 122

APPROX 6 ; acres near
Aurora 5 minutes from Ky
Lake 437 4813

CONDO
floor unit

BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and ApPraisals
Roberts Realty 753 1651
or 489 2266

cessable
753-3292

COMMERCIAL building
2800sq ft next to golf
course on N 16th and LA
terback Rd 753 0521 of
436 2165 after 5pm

EVERYTI
in this 3b
ated hor
17, acre
$46,250
satellite d
2671 Call
753-1222

KOPPERLJD REALTY c'
fers a complete range 72,
Real Estate services 6:tr, a
wide selection of quai ty
homes
all prices
753-1222 toil free
1 800 251 HOME Est
711L

HILLTOP
3bedrm,
garage, •
Fruit tree
% acres
able 502

NICE house on 6 acres S
4th St Murray Unirmitedpotential $79 5C.re Term-,
759 1922 owner

UNDER cc
bedroom
tunes env:
room suit(
large deck
ment that
for extra
room, torn
and eat-in
on Mock!'
Martin I753 3903
anytime

AUCTION your rea,
property to settle your es
talc Cal W.ison Peal
tate 753 3263 Or 'r.i•Tly-,.•
Wftson 753 5086
Meer 435 411.:
.160
Homes
For Sale

horses trained .
aria sold at-Cooper Ranch 1) ACRES with a 21.21
A frame house and 20x30
and Arena .n. McKenzke Tn
store bolding Ni-a• !fie as
9e 1 352 9524
ter on Ky Lake
SAL
coos 1 paint 1 t nance
7 5,
'• le: •
sorrel 489 2476 6-9pre_,
354 8416

UNIQUE
beautiful 1.
Large grea
place, big I
of cabinets
good neigh
from town

YOUNG registered pollee
hereford b&s From wean
log to service age Call
137.4667 EC Mize

WATERFR
subdivision
covered de

I toesa t Ion • t„-,t . coo
age 2 bloci.s
.•
sity Mid $40s 753 1414
753 6128

2BR e
ca;
- A
'3 COCKER Spaniel pup 1 maintenance t.4,2ar
•
Dies Red female not re
sty $28 000 753 3293
gistered
$40
3 4 BEDROOM 2 • tai502 382 2369
brick on 3 acres ne
A/KC Boxers 2 yr old fe- Coiceater Famning•-.male 1 4yr old male Call ningroore
'sr
489 2476 6 9pm
cabinets oo-o
53 2223 AKC Ge•mar Shepherd
pups Shots and wormed
3BR 2 batn tr
WI be large Parents on ,yingroorn
premises If no answer Large kitchen w •
;ease name and number
painted caten,:f:
- 0•
Ca: wi , be returned
stove 20,2d so901 644-0315
wth woose •ove
of
built ins Sr,...ttert ha , 1
AKC regstered yellow La
paper and ceiling fans N
Dradors 527 2072
tile patio Energy efficient
AKC registered Cocker Walking distance to shop
Spaniel puppies Buff
ter; Quiet street Reaso
dord Call after 6pm nably 'priced Call
354 6152
753 2206 ,
HAVE an obedient safe 3BR brick 5 mia:s south
log for show or home
east 1360sq tt 1 Gam I
Classes or professionally acre wooded lot new wed
trained Serving Murray for and septic Mid $40 s
over 12yrs 436-2858
436 2742

22R 2 bath duplex Ap
phances furnished with
microwave 1008A Northwood Dr No pets Now
\
avai:aCle $450 mo
"53 2905

Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages

Livestock
& Supplies

New
family
kitche
tion,
baths,
doubt(
clout*
sewi
parqu(

Mott

• s-s P

• ,_.

FOR Rent 2 aures of dark
ired tobacco
Call
436 5390

32
Ur

2BR 1 bath Country rico

_

ORDER the spa designed
for you /Mueay Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St

WILL mow laWns and do
other iawn work 436 2528

MURRAY

CALLOMY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

MILLIONAIRES N111.EION, AIRES PAS(;RN'S r. %SEW IS BACK
IS MIL RRAY. Charles
Safe-1 Pharmacy

PAN -0-MAC Tappan
range never used large
size dehumidifier used
Imo Magnavox console
stereo radio .753 3456 or
753-1150

Woo do house cleaning or
St with elderly Call after
7prr 753-1016
-

Murrrn-(altowav 'wan, HIJSI,
prrArchngaualtIN healthcare lc
Kentuck‘. and %orthwest Tennew
the trillou mg ph opyrungs

MARTIN houses 6 room
326 99 12 room $39 99 18
.00m $57 99 24 room
369 99 Telescoping pole
extends to 15ft $3499
Waller Hardware Down
town Paris Open all day
Saturdays

435.

.

_

GRADUATION strapless
black gown with white ruffles size 3 $50 Chinon
movie camera and pro;ec
tor 8rrm frn $109
753-3248

For Rent
Or Lease

_93LF Crop
want to buy
your couetry cattle straight
off the farm No yardage or
commissien ee
200Ib
and u w buy entire calf
crop WI piok op stock +
ovvree is unat.,,t, to deliver
502 e85 1948 ights

2H-4 12.13 n

Bark M,,C.T
'1 tag
y 32 59
so 5r.,
cag
5-7.
cra
y S'
or
7 :re ..,s•
33 ea

r 3355 .•
a• •

260

BULLS You need a bull? I
can get you one Most an
breeds available Wil dei•ver 502 885 4948 nights

or hexagonal
oat;
es gray or red just
• -...3ea
na.-e reo
ss•ao.o- souare caving
otur,Lrr,
55c ea and 1e
zirtaseo
‘-t- 33 69 Coast ••:;
;cast -aroware 753 867,4

-_,-;1"--,P.-•EPI

ca

25,92

_

EXCELLENT INCOME'
Easy wo•kl Assemble
sirnp prooJcts at home
1-504-641 7778 Ext 2329
24 hours

If, you are under ai4e 65 and
qualify for Medicare due to di
ability we offer an excellent

O.,EHS -Olk
f
•

•
4 v.2

1.-sast

'rORMAi prom dress size 5
Light blue Excellent condi
'Jon 753-6-326 after Sprn

See at
94E

,er

CLA iTON 199' 14 woe,
lots cf opoons Ncerr,ern
Zone package 59995
'T;atewa,
e

39' S• at:Po'
ois $44r Snaruee•
5,8 pelt 5.5 99 L'4:11 ;

P

2BR brick in country Central H 4 appliances very
nice $400 mo Coleman
RE 753 9898

or
to
Grcioanc

t

Sports
Equipment

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

McConnell
Insurance Agency

oa o
- oe arc
7"
"

2 BATHROOM 4 bedroom
1623 Loch Lomond
$500 mo plus deposit Col
eman RE 753 9898

NICE brick home, quiet
street deposit lease $400
753 3343 Available 4 16

r

"

a-

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply Hifldale Apts
Hardin
Ky
or call
502 437 4113 EHO

2 Of 4 bedroom house
753 4109

24e PE 5-1:-.-0/

1,5

21e. oiso •„g
trent tiad•_- 440

200

Park Office 10th & Pane St.
Deadline April 20th.
Phone 753-7640

'991 14.50 2br
tat'
Total e ec,.elderpireo-O Loca.i C.
era Cos _st 7 Id

IBM Compatible EGA monitor 20m hd 360K f!ocpy
intern:a. modern C.:13 data
Pri°ter $600 OBO Cali
Ken Zabie; 753 0764

SUPER M Fa•-a• New
paint 1-gmr.s.
o
work Factory 3ibt- _•dr-•
PoWe.r ago
436 25 19 -.- t 0.L3ri

Applications are hem,: .1„epte.'
Count Parks Dept for
iiteguards & concession \A orker.
he picked up at the:

,•

ACREE Carports 12.21
Reg $'295 on sale for
$995 20x21 reg $1795 on
sale for 31295 Cali May
'id 247 7831

3- 155.

PLAN-ER
333
No t piant;-• 144 - 'rame
7-74 Sener-- • er
its 4 insect s
cellent cons' •
able
'a• • o
'615 373 5d,63=

in ri
•tu.l.ii

•

4`,

CLAYTON 1991 16,030
super de.oxe a th mi,rored
feature wei This week or
317 900 Gateway MovieHomes 527 1427

111,11(1414,

,n a luxur. hner
nts S24').,ouric
glinnns.k:
ti I !. esti

ALLIS Cru --• rs
ANDSCAPE Lava Rock.
26hp diesel 1 owe?, traftor 10, tt. bag oft1 5' 50 ea
with 61! bc, ,
9.a - k
5C't tag St 50
600hrs turt t•in
ea We a to have samt.vA
front Exoe ,,ert me:ran oa' •
sa.c 50, b tag c^:y
condition i'rasto• is same $2
and Lawn
as Masse, Fe-c1Json
bag leo,' 32 39 ea Coast to
reteed
^Ice no; mooi
Coas' Hardeore 753 3604
$4500 Ca 5.7_ :71 7 5. 21O
Mayfield
AWN oars of unosuai
490 2'
-traar a:Doer d•:sign: Aisoznake
wagon for soOe ""
tO• •:; ea- n.gs 759 4-40, to
.p.ori 141
t'a.C•
0•"Jr.:•'.
busn hog 435 430.1
Ma/sER t :ides 0%er 150

W ools
436 555e

Big Apple
fe

hitts••1,uf. Vkt:

NICE 1 2 3ty apartment
REGISTERED yellow Lab
Furnished near campus
pups Only 5 females left
Also 1 3br house 1 4br
7wks old $125 753 5211
house W D hook up Day
95 753 6111. night REGISTERED Chow pup753 0606
'pies $150 492 8500

UNIVERSITY view condo
style apartment 2br, con
tral HA appliances micro
wave $400 mo 753 8096
753-2633

14x70 2re 2 to!‘ tDairs,
Good cord :ion
Day 498 89'
492 8297

se,`

44•i• -•

d

A C
••.. • .• ,

Farm
Equipment

cars ano
tor ..arry 753 3633

Lifegbards & Conces-sion
Workers Needed

100% of Medicare's Part H copayment arnount'. This benetit is
based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay
20c/0 ofthe $100 Part-B deductible.
Part-B benefits are paid in or out of
the hospital. / The 1991 rate is
S58.75 per month.

SPRlNG
$125 OBC

^

-7

2 WOODED lots in Sher
wood Forest $6000 each
1984- Cutiass Supreme
54 000 miies Good condi
Don 759 1084

LIVINGROOMsota 3350 2
matching Laoyeo, rockers
$75 each 753 520.3

atter 5p--

14.70 1986 BREEZEW
DOD 20r 2 oath 2 desks
satellite dish nicely la'nd
soaped on lal,e.•ew
Panorama Shore;
436 2E7'2 after 6pen

Miscellaneous

GREEN extra long sofa
good condition ideal for
newly marriec couple or
college student $500 Call
753 4668 atter 5pm

MATCHING ,ora • ; •
Brown rust god wood
trim Best ce,e• -59 15e2

rt :nester •'•,rs-noie action Cc t sts
. , war at:•a - ts.:-...sros
z.-. •
763- 36.33

121.65 HOWARD ,ohnson
mobile home $1500
489 2208 after 5pm

240

2 BEIGE couchcs ae
seat $200 080 oo• 3- 1
freezer $75 Call 753 3651
after 5pm

NC UDE DOC,.
6AESI.E.:', RR Xr ',mime Sax(
mx nentorb NCNV N WO a'
Dr RESPONDING IC AD
•AA• Ca art PNen• %lumber
A'.•••• •1 1 .7 Bo -740E ktra,

..-NK cars 437 4:87

Mobile
Homes For Sale

ONE Dean Budweiser gui
tar $300 753 4109 after
5pm

Horne
Furnishings

0%••••f06
2
MIJS-

$'2 eacremove 52- .1;7:

270

160

a,ne,

!'es

no
Musical

ND' :arso
0,c -10,..ars
r
sItu 0A0ciDarssaesnee
aaalcases sLtr
,
rirg
are 0.1
•eseos4.;Ic a t Sc forNr,
•;•
're avatatoo 5 sorea, ac
camrs
Days
Evenegs

CASH

SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales ser
vice supplies parts and
rental units Local core
pany Call 1 800 248 4319

WOOD for sale 753 9745

WHITE gold '
,redoing set
carat Aopra s€ d at
$650 753 E.r.55

INCOME OF
$350
00 YR. UP
- -A's•-• awe:Aeons

SE:- -9- • - =•_ist 2.1
"eP7,1•-7 *J7
meoica
ot‘iD
-• •
sr` ce and
train; sk
a - _,F! Exce,
.ere
skois
reciJirec e-,nd
GO Bo. •7
1.•-age 753
12e7'

GET PAD 'or taieng easy
snapshots Nc experience
$900 00 pe• '00 Cao
1 - 9 0 - 23 - 3 6 3 6
($0 99 m ^
W• te
PASE-187X '€' S
col^way N Aue.ea
60542

t •ocessor

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

MUST sell moving base
ball, basketball football
cards 1970s 1 989 1990
753-1183

>saw, Tor poi: ROU'r
wsress •stiociang CROIA CAP
xa mots We awls: woo
:3NIS ,16.151P, &C *f_AP OLD
PR:.
Stole
nato, tow
slat. Eloy.s ,ittroo •sesa•
'kV aS:rx

Apartments
For Rent

BRICK, lbr furnished or
unfurnished Carport stor
age patio no pets
$255 mo 753 6931
FURNISHED apartments
efficiency 182 bedroom
and sleeping rooms Also
renting for May Zimmerman Apts S 16th St
7535609
NEAR University Large
2 bedroom apt Has large
Irving room Large kitchen
dining area and ample
closet space Range refrigerator dishwasher, disposal. and washer -dryer,
hookup Fully carpeted •
Electric heat and air Well
insulated
$275/mo
$275/dep 759 1301, Mon
tfiru Fri 9am 4pm

1987 SUZU
500 Very c
Lots of extr
1 98 9 St.
4-wheeler 'Rode lit'
753-1356
IT 175
759-1039 a
, YAMAHA 9
shield, han
new tires $'
after 5prn

Se
NEW and I.
Auto Parts
753-5500

1964 FORD
inal, no
753-0115

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

1966 THUN
stored to ne
tion 428c
seats, windc
443-4621.

SATURDAY, APRIL 20, 2:00 P.M.
2 OUTSTANDING PADUCAH, KY.

BUSINESSES SELLING INDIVIDUALLY AS OPERATING
BUSINESSES
JUKE BOX BAR AND GRILL
AND 4.62 ACRES

1967 MUS1
de 289, au
753-8869 a
1977 COR
L82. $6950
1979 VOL\
speed, blur
436-2174 e

LOCATION: 2069 Irvin Cobb Drive, Paducah, Ky.
Tr',ac.ity one-ol-a-kind in this area rs THE NIGHT
SPOT IN PADUCAH. KENTUCKY, hosting standing
room 'only

crowds regulaiiy

since I's Peening fot,r

years a 0

MR. L'S DESIGNER SALON
AND .63 ACRES
LOCATION: On the lot adjoining Juke Box &Grill at
2081 Irvin Cobb Drive, Paducah, Kentucky. Ky.
The es the most upscale facility Olds kind in the area
offering designer looks and fashions lo appearanceconscious men and women.
FOR A DETAILED,ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE,
CONTACT AUCTION AMERICA.

Well-man
vary fenci
at $45,00

K(
711 Mali

DON
EARNEC

••.
••• (71 uctcon
•••
menca
BOB GRIFFIN,

"Mr

Appr Auctioneer
(502) 443-9321

(502)444-6540

Well then do I
francal we
the i00 tea o
Iii support, a
tor unbiased
For mom ago;
Paducali. ky
'nom tag(

C.W. SHELTON
Auctioneer

gatiesd

(502) 247-7514

3200 PARK AVENUE,PADUCAH, KY.
ore
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Sq. Ft.
Under Roof

New 4 BR home Large
family
room,
LR,
kitcheruclining combination, utility room, 3
baths, lots of closets.
double garage. concrete
ooubie driveway Patio,
sidewalks, carpet, oak
parquet floors, range &
dishwasher, energy efficient, large wooded lot

•

Services
Offered

Auto
Ssrvicss
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden. 13.4 Mgr.
Chad Cochran, Gen Mgr.

Used
Cars

OF MURRAY

1964 FORD Falcon all ong
Ina!, no rust $1550
753-0115
1966 THUNDERBIRD Restored to near show condition 428cu in . ps/pb
seats windows, air $9200
443-4621
1967 MUSTANG convertible 289. auto, p/s $6500
753-8869 after 5pm
1977 CORVETTE 4 speed
L82 $6950 753-4445
1979 VOLVO 242DL. 4
speed, blue. runs great
436-2174 evenings

515 S. 12th
Murray. KY

Prone
753-4961
1980 BUICK stattonwagon
AC, power Good second
car $600 753-4356
1983 VW Quantum wagon
Air, stereo, excellent condition Needs work $700
0E30 474-0115
1984 MUSTANG GT 5
speed air, power A beautiful car in excellent condition $4500 436-5845
1985 FORD Mustang convertible loaded 45xxx
miles $5500 753-8778

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
WILL do yard work and odd
and Cooling Service Com
MOWING ROTO TILLING REMODELING and
con
ROCKY COLSON Home
plete service on all central jobs of any kind No job too in town only Will take
aete work Experience and Repai
tim
r Roofing, siding,
cooling, all makes and small 759-4401
ited number of small to references 759
1984 MERCURY Topaz
9254
painting plumbing, conmodels Call Gary at WILL
mediu
1977
m
size
HARR
IS
yards
floteb
for
mow
'91
GS 4 door, auto, air, AM/
oat
and trim yards
RILEY'S HOME IVI• crete Free estimates Call
season 753 0611
1201'ip liB 753-4478 or 759-4754
527-3091
FM, excellent condition inPROVEMENTS Back from 474-2307
753-0
178
side and out $1695 See at
CUSTOM sawmilling Ac
Hurncane Hugo. Roofing our
KITCHEN CABINET REROGER Hudson rock haulRuthoe's BP Station 16th &
1986 BOMBER Promaster curate, bandsawn dimen
MURRAY Fence Co Chain specialty 10% discount to
MODE
LING
ing. gravel sand dirt, drivewith
Chestnut Call 753-2079 or
wood
1987 90hp Mariner trolling sion lumber, posts, poles
link
senio
fence
r
dog kennels recitizens. Phone way rock
grain formica, all colors
759-1559 anytime
753-4545,
(motor Classic trailer Lo- tobacco sticks 436-2556
Free estimates Wufft's Re- sidenbal commercial Free 489-2693
753 6763 759-1823
after
7pm
wran
ce
depth finder
estimates 753-9785 or
1986 BRONCO II Eddie
covery, Murray 436-5560
$7800 753-8869 after DAVI
753-3254
Bauer Edition $6750
DSON Roofing New
5pm
753-4445
roots and repairs Tear offs LANDSCAPING mulch
PAINT
ING Interior and Ex436-5694 or 753-4514 after
terior Free estimates
1986 CHEVROLET Ca- 1988 CHEETAH runabout and re-roofs Written guar- 5Pm
antee Local references
Small repairs Reasonable
price Classic Brougham, 19ft 165hp I/O $8000
753-5812
LAWNMOWING Depend- rates 753-6844
excellent condition, clean. Days 753-7688 nights
759-4703
able person 753-7027
Michelin tires, fully loaded
CUSTOM KJTCHF_N CABINETS
FOR custom sewing for
PAINTING, remodeling,
CUSTOM WOODWORIUNG
753-7903 after 5pm
1988 PROCRAFT 1780 proms or new spring A LICENSED electrical deck and landscape
conAll Types Of :
bass boat Johnson GT clothes Call Melissa at contractor JAMES C GAL- struction Free estimate
1986 DODGE Caravan SE
Cus
tom
759-4
Woodworking
150hp
654
LIMORE ELECTRIC Com
motor 1224 John436-2744
Good condition 75xxx
miles $5500 527-7107 af- son trolling motor Tilt/trim, GENERAL office and meraal and residential fast PLUM
BING
Free esticustom trailer Paper graph
courteous and efficient serKitchen & Bath Cabinets
ter 5pm
house cleaning Refermates Affordable rate
vice 759-1835
Hummingbird LCR Fully
.Drop by 8 see our showroom
ences
requir
ed
753-4
897
Same day service All work
1986 DODGE Daytona rigged Blue and gray
409
Oaterund Bunny Bread)
color.
L&L
Lawn Service Com- guaranteed 753-4200
Turbo Z Shelby pkg , 5 Garage kept New condi- GENERAL Repair plumb•
7535940
mercial or Residential
speed, white with white tion 554-2453 after 5pm
ing, roofing tree work
Free estimates 753-4001
PLUMBING repairman with
wheels. tan interior New
436 2642
1990,
same day service Call
171,
ft
WINN
tires/brakes Loaded ExERMcKINNEY Booking ser436-5255
cellent condition Low Intrigue, 140hp Mercruiser GRAVEL, dirt. sand, white vice now taking new
clients
I/0, low hours Built in cool- rock, and all type hauling
miles 753-8839, 753-4961
759-4173
PROFESSIONAL painting
ers, mooring cover, ski Call Kenney Travis
(work) Ask for Tom
paperhanging wallcover
Service on all brands: windo
equipment, trailer Excel- 759-1039
MOODY'S mower repair
w air conditioners ings, furniture refinishing,
refrigerators - freezers - washe
1987 HONDA Accord LX 4 lent condition
Pickup
and
delivery All touch-up and
rs - dryers $8900 GUTTERING
blending
By Sears work
microwaves • dishwashers - gas
door, 5 speed, 48xxx miles
753-1404 days or
guaranteed
& eloctric ranges.
436-5002
Sears residential and comloaded 753-1362 days or 762-4051 after 4 30pm
753-5668
rnercial continuous gutters
Factory Authorized Repairs
759-9841 after 5pm Ask
PROFESSIONAL lawn
For:
MOWING, landscaping
39 HOUSE Boat Living installed for your spec.,fica
for Tim
Tapp
an-Kelvinator•Emerson-Brown
care Mowing, trimming,
I
room kitchen galley, bed- tions Call Sears 753-2310 and tree work All odd jobs
hauling. landscaping Rea
Big or small Free esti'A Repairs Are Guaranteed
1987 MAZDA 323 DX 5 room and bath air- for free estimate
sonable rates Satisfaction
conditioned Excellent boat
mates Good rates Have
speed 49.000 miles
guara
G W CONSTRUCTION
nteed Free estiat a great price $15000
references 753-4254,
$ 4 200
7 5 3 8 26 9
mates 759-4440
Gerald Walters roofing
753-2869
753 6487
762-3106
painting, vinyl siding, all
SEWING machine repair
1987 OLDS Delta 88 Fully 9 hp EVINRUDE $375 kinds of remodeling Phone MR Chimney Chimney
Kenneth Barnhill
489-2
267
cleaner 492-8561
equipped Must sell best 443-4621
753-2674
offer 753-5211
HADAWAY Construction
NEW MUSSEL BOAT
1990 RED Chevy Cavalier 16f1x6t1 inside '/. in bot- Home remodeling, paint4 door 14xxx miles Fac- tom $1000 502-442-2155 ing wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
tory warranty 759-1316
small 753 4251
CAR Stereo Installation
HARDIN Painting Resi753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
dential or commercial ReMusic Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dior-land
AlA T ENTERPRISE Exc ferences on request For
f•.-o estima,
t call 437-4221
Center, I block from
,c.ks •
dorms_
vies roaos driveways, or 354 89e o 20 years
parking lots, septic tanks, experience
CLEANEST and best mainfounda
tions- basements
HAILING yard work tree
tained 1984 Trans Am in
gavel. di,t, and etc
rem,val mowing Fre(
area, adult driven. Fully
753-0577
timates 759-1683
loaded, t-tops, 66,000
miles, references available
Al TREE Service Stump HERMAN S Janitor
Service
$5500
Will trade
removal and spraying Free - Floor Cleaning 724
Hours
753-3704 1601 Loch
estimates 753-0906 after A Day " Business
offices
Lomond
5pm 759-9816 753-0495 private homes churc
hes
CARPENTRY commercial Weekly monthly one time
445
and residential work Re- job Call 474-2358
modeling additions decks, INSULATION Blown
In By
Vara
fences Fast quality ser- Sears TVA
approved
vice
Call
759-1424 after Save on those high heating
1986 FORD van 6 cylinder
5pm
and cooling bills Call Sears
with air $2850 753-4445
ALPHA Builders - Carpen- 753-2310 for free estimate
try, remodeling, porches, JOE's Lawn Care
Resiroofing, concrete, drive- dential and
commercial
ways. painting, mainte- mowing trimmi
ng, fertiliz1972 4 wheel drive V. ton,4 nance. etc Free estimates ing and rolling 345-2312
489-2303
speed ps/pb 436-2619 or
-KEEN" Construction Do
436-2920
ANY remodeling, building, you have
a lob to be done?
painting & roofing Free es- (addition alterat
1977 DATSUN pickup
ion or retimates References
pair) I would like to do it for
Sharp needs work $750
435-4632
you 25yrs down Maine
OBO 762-3515 after
3 30pm
APPLIANCE REPAIRS craftsmanship For tree es
Factory trained by 3 major timate call Merle 924 0202
1984 GMC Siena Classic
manufacturers Most parts
STARVING college student
SWB loaded $3500
in stock on my truck All needs
474-2318 after 4pm
yards to mow Best
work and parts warranted job
at cheapest price
Ask for Andy- at The Ap1985 TOYOTA pickup
753-6986
Murray
pliance Works 753 2455
759-1606 after 4 30pm
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
APPLIANCE SERVICE
1987 CHEVROLET S-10
Ledger & Times
Removal Insured with full
Excellent condition 60,000 Kenmore Westinghouse, line of equip
ment including,
miles with AM/FM cassette Whirlpool 30 years experi- 60ft
aerial trucks and brush
and toolbox $3700 Call ence Bobby Hopper, chippe
r To assure a safer
759-1799 after 5pm
436-5848
operation at a lower com1987 DODGE Ram. SWB, BACKHOE Service ROY petitive cost Free estilocal, one owner, low miles, HILL Junior Thorn opera- mates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484
loaded $8000 753-8869 tor 30 years experience
after 5pm
Septic system drive-ways T C Dinh Repair
and Mainhauling foundations etc tenance Plumb
ing and
1988 JEEP Commanche
759-4664
Electrical Cleaning
pick-up truck AM/FM/
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
Cass, air. 4spd. 753-8167
BLOCK brick concrete fin- Sewer 1210/1212 Main
And
ishing Basements foot- Street 753-6111 office,
Save For A Handy Reference)
1990 MAZDA pickup cab
753-0606 after 5pm
ings, garages drives
plus LE-5 Auto trans, AC,
psipb, AM/FM cassette, de- walks 30yrs experience TOTAL lawn service Free
13yrs in Murray area estimate 436-2744
Commercial
layed wipers $8750
›lit:
753-5476 Charles Barnett
and
753-7597
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Residential
BOAT
DOCK
S
Over 20 Service Center, cleaning1991 CHEVY S-10 43 V-6
-James C. Gallimore
years of satisfied customers in servicing $15 most repairs
loaded $9700 437-4020
Electric Service
the building and repair of but $35, all brands 3rd Street,
Hi $. How 1075
docks, rails and lifts. All work Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Phone
sin
Thirriis. KY 42071
approved by TVA or Corps of Mon -Fn . 753-0530
(502i759-1R35
I
Engineers. Former owner of
Campers
Twin Lakes Mooring Call WANTED Lawn to mow
Mark (1 ony) Krimm at Dependable and reason1970 17ft COACHMAN
'Custom Home Plans
Air, refrigerator, stove, 354-8695 before 8am or after able Call Bob 753-1831
'New Home Construction
5pm for free estimates.
shower, furnace $1250
WILL break and disc gar-Custom Remodeling
382-2763 '4 mile west of BOGARD
ellip,
Paving Paving dens Bushhog and do
Lynnville on 94
(502) 759-1487
and sealing driveways and blade work Reasonable
parking lots Over 20yrs pnces 492-8722
1976 SIERRA Scott 15ft
Air, stove, refrigerator, experience Free esti
WILL do plumbing All guarmates 753-9552 or anteed 435-4
awning, bath $1250 OBO
169
Backhoe Service
437-4
391
489-2841 after 5pm
Gravel 'Sand •Whiterock 'Topsoil Dirt
Septic Tanks
1984 COACHMEN motor BREAKING and disking
Rt. 3, Box 344-H, Murray, Ky. 42071
& Sewers
home Less than 10xxx gardens Yard landscaping
and bushhogging
miles $16,500 247-6699
436-5430
CAMPER top for small
BUILDER new homes
LWB pickup Fiberglass
garages, additions, remod
sliding front window $275
eling, framing, decks, paSeptic Tarqes & Sewers
OBO 753-4359
Remodeling. garages. decks, porches, concrete
We Thatch 'cm,
tios, solar green houses,
Call t's Anytime
‘A• irk, chain link fences. Home maintenanc
pole barns Experienced
Patch
'em,
520
carpentry Tripp Williams
Weed 'em,
Boas
753 0563 after 5Pm
I Mattes
Feed em,
CARPET and vinyl repairs
1411 ALUMINUM boat with
and installation ProfesGrow 'cm,
Johnson motor, trolling mo- sional
service Glen Bebber
and
Mow 'em
tor, and depth finder
759 1247 leave messagd
436-2418

APPLIANCE REPAIR

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

Now that we are entering our
"ga
want you to be informed on our rage sale season." we
policies.

We do work 2 days in advanc
e to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and
10
Yard sales do have to be paid in adv a.m. on Saturday.
ance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call. 753-1916 or
come by
classified department

Poison Control
753-7588
Murrav-Callowav County Hospital
762-1100

.407
r. .,. . „. ..

fL,I DESIGN SYSTEMS GROUP

Kopperud Realty
711
Main St.

763-1222

YOU THINK ITS TIME YOU
EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?
DON'T

Well then do fr You ca; as a repraserearre ming
insurarce and Odle(
financial service products tor The Prudential Youl be walling tor one
ol
the tO0 best companws to swi for'fart et
solid trammio slaw -of it.
an support a compt•nonsrre compensation pat,age and opportun
ity

lot unlimited @amp grow*
For mom inlormaiion eau me today

Rick mutat 355.3Pak Plaza Rd ,
Paducah, Ky 42001 I 000 204-0950
.o.• 100 OW Canariesa Sd Fa M D Notary ad The Philp
atlehei by Jere. Mew

Sara Inc Ni. 101 11186

B. a pert ol TM Rock.'
aci.• =awry ovnic.•

ThePrudentsal

01900 The Pruderies! Ireurance Cowry
Of AinaX*

Ulf GPM&

:31!cway Count
y Flre & Rescue Squad

753-6952

Travis Trucking 0 RANDY NEALE

Christopher
Maley's
Lawn Care
Maintenance

Well-maintained 3 bedroom home in town. Privacy fenced back yard, and neat as a pin. Offer
ed
at $45,000. MLS 3019

Services
Offered

Dial-A-Service

TOYOTA

.1913

it .,....
A.....
a.
...„„

502-759-1039

-

489-2470

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

I

ALPHA BUILDERS

759-4685

.••-•.
4
•
1 •
,

489-2303

call: 753-1916

15t1 BASS boat 50hp Evin
rude HD drive on tilt trailer
Depth finder. Evinrude trolling motor Water ready
Used 15 times Locally
owned $3425 Call
901-247-5567 leave
message
1511 RUN ABOUT walkthru windshield, 100hp
Evinrude, factory trailer
Good condition $1500
080 436 2528

CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 1(Y% senior citizen discounts We sell chimney caps and screens.
435-4191.
LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
hon and repair Free esti
mates 753-7203

FREE ESTIMATES'

Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. tiaturLy 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

489-2503

To place .our ad

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No job to large of to small
474-2300
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FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310 YARD work, mowin
g arid
for free estimate for your painting Free
estimates
needs
753-8463 after 3 30pm

• 2•

1‘

". ••••

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
753-7032

'•. •.
;
•
••
•
10.
'
-. 11"71•.
; •:',• •

•

r

14ft JON boat 35hp Evin
rude $500 or trade
474 2772

CARS
10 Toyati Cainry
10 Toyota C,orolL3.....,.....18,987
89 Pontiac Gra)d
1,4V
19 Rot Grand Prtir a _11V
19 Toyota
489-2126
19 Toyota Ctlica GT_ 1047
Nights 489-2387
•
19
Toyota Csila
4BR 2 bath brick home in
3 Hali
Lynn Grove Includes nice
detached workshop gar
3 Mazda 626
age MLS 2996 Contact
If Buck Pit Ac........11,937
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222
18 Toyott Cressida..„..13.487
CONDOMINIUM ground
18 Chevy
floor unit with garage Low
utilities, wheel chair ac
18 Toyota Cam__.....
cessable For sale or lease
753-3293
18 Rom, Benne. LE
EVERYTHING looks new
17 814,1 i.s..
_14,487
in this 3br, 2 bath redecorated home Located on
17 Toyota Corolb......„.„,5,987
1 '4 acre lot Offered at
17 Taunis LX
7,487
$46.250 This includes
satellite dish antenna MLS
'87
Chrysler
lebaron
......
2671 Call Kopperud Realty
753-1222
'87 Tolot Carry DX
HILLTOP Home Must sell
16 Pont. SunOid
'5,987
3bedrm, 1 bath, attached
'86
Toy,
garage. 4 out buildings
Fruit trees On Hale Rd
'8,5 Wert. Cciony
V. acres $25,000 negoti
able 502-436-2010
'85 Chevy Celetrty...........,/,417
UNDER construction three
'85 kick Pt Avv„.„......1,417
bedroom home that features private master bed- 'M Bud
room suite opening off of
large deck, walk-out base- '84 Toyota
ment that could be finished
for extra rooms !-- ng 12 Chevy ionte Cwt._ 1187
room, formal dining room
'82 'oyo
and eat-in kitchen Located
79 Volkswagen Ratit....„,..787
on Mockingbird Drive in
Marti^. ‘;eights CaH
TRUCKS
753-3903 or stop by
anytime
10 Chevy Silverado ...._13,487
UNIQUE 2br house on
19
Tolot Idctistr..16,987
beautiful 1 acre wooded lot
Large great room with fire
19 Ford Conversion Vr16,487
place, big kitchen with lots
of cabinets 36x36 shop In
19 Toyota X•Cob 414._.'10,417
good neighborhood 5 miles
'89 Ford Range X1.1,...,27787
from town 753-9721
WATERFRONT Ky Lake
19 Chary
subdivision 4br 2 bath
18 Ford F•150 Van
covered deck 354-6006
18 Toyota ;One._ 11,487
d70
'88 Pith Voyager 20,481
'87 Fad Ranger ILL....25,917
Motorcycles
1987 SUZUKI Quad Race
17 Toy. SRS I Fifiner 210,4V
500 Very good condition
17 kluda
Lots of extras 753-5624
17 Toyota 1
1 98 9 SUZUKI 500
'6,987
4-wheeler Great shape
16
Jeep
Coman
che
,...J5,
417
Rode littlle
$2600
753-1356
16 Chevy
'86 lsuzu Pup
IT 175 Yamaha $600
759-1039 after 4pm
lb Ford F193 LT 414_28487
, YAMAHA 920 Virago w'
14 Toyota 414
shield, hard bags, bars
new tires $1875 753-8115
10 Toyota Pi#
after 5pm
77 GIC
480

. iifr.
0.

530

Services
Offered

1984 CAVALIER good
work car 24mpg $1000
489-2208 after 6pm

3237

4

530

Used
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OBITUARIES

Stock Market
Report

•

Mrs. Kathleen
Paschall

I. Wells Purdom Sr.

Mrs. Kathleen Paschall, 75, Rt.
4. Murray, died Saturday at 7:04
p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
She was married Feb. 25. 1933,
Sylvester Paschall who died
5, 1983. She was a member
Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
Born Dec. 1, 1915, in Graves
t'..unty, she was the daughter of
i.;•_ late Bernice B. Boyd and Ethel
lernbow Boyd.
Survivors are three daughters.
Mrs. Martha D. Nance and husn.ind, B.J., Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn..
Mrs. Mary' B. Armstrong and husr- and. Richard, Mayfield, and Mrs.
1..fen P. Milby and husband.
M...son. Murray; to sons, Gedric
•• Paschall and wife, Norman.
Murray. and Kendred NI. Paschall
wife, Tammy. Rt. 4, Murray
.Yo brothers. Nelson B. Boyd and
,•fe, Sue. Rt. "1. Mayfield, and Dr.
yais J. Boyd and wife. Becky.
".,•gart, Ga.: nine grandchildren;
stepgrandchildre: one
•,:r:pgreat-grandchild.
[he funeral will be Tuesday at 2
m. in the chapel of Blalock' .,leman Funeral Home. The Res.
ron Richersop and the Rel.
y•nn On will officiate.
Burial will follow in. Sinking
ring Cemetery.
"riends may call at the funeral
• , me after 2 p.m. todaY Monday .

,Joseph Wendell
Holmes
Funeral rites for Joseph Wendell
'Icimes will be Tuesday at 11 a.m.
the chapel of Collier Funeral
"me. Benton. The Rev. Topper
( Yana will officiate.
Burial will follow in Old Sand
'. • 11 Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
me after 4 p.m. today (Nlonday
Mr. Holmes. 46. Benton. die
-_:urdaY at 11:30 p.rn.
es
. ,spita.l. Paducah.
11e is survived bv three sons.
Y.1 i,ce 'Holmes. Mark- Holmes and
:dley Holmes. and oen grandson.
an Holmes. all of Benton: his
.her. Mrs. Opal Holmes. Benone sister. Rose Marie HeilCalvert City.

Carlin Howell
Tucker
'iraveside rites for Carlin. How -

Tucker were Saturday at 3 p.m.
Tucker Cemetery' at Kirksey.
-arley Bazzell officiated.
Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home.
i.i'anton, was in charge of
,-rangements.
Mr. Tucker, 77. died recently at
- , home in Jonathan Creek Area.
•
was a member of Kirksey
l'arch of Christ.
Preceding him in death were one
Gerald Tucker: one sister.
Brooks Lawrence: and two
•. :hers. Verdon Tucker and Eldon
_ker.
Sarvivors are two grandchildren.
): art Tucker and Jerry Tucker.
h,,,th of California, two sisters.
Mrs. Rubene Robertson of Kirksey
Mrs: Alice Rothrock of
Riducah.

Graveside rites for I. Wells Purdom Sr. were Sunday at 3 p.m. at
Murray City' Cemetery. Dr. Greg
Earwood officiated.
Active pallbearers were Jimmy
Kelly, John Quertermous, Cook
Sanders, Joe Pat James, Noby Carrawly and Jim Suiter.
Honorary pallbearers were A.W.
Simmons Sr., James Clopton,
James M. Lassiter, Walter Apperson. Charles Hoke, Mary Warren
Sanders, Harold McReynolds,
James Garrison, E.L. Howe Jr.,
David Parker, Dr. James L. Booth.
Eurie Garland, Buddy' Buckingham,
J.W. Cathey, Dr. James C. Hart Sr..
Udell (Duff) Erwin and Joe Dick,
all directors. of Bank of Murray.
along with Matt Sparkman, L.D.
Miller. Grant Stiles. Reid Hale and
Johnny' Rickman.
Entombment was in mausoleum
at the cemetery with arrangements
by Miller Funeral Home of Murray.

Prices as of 9:00 AM,

-*)

The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to First Baptist Church.
(
Industrial Average
-2.72 )
Murray.
Presious Close
2f1%.78
M. Purdom Sr. died Friday at
Air Products
671'2 - 1'2
5:20 p.m. at his home at 302 North
I A.T.C.-Class A ...
441/211 44 4A ?
(AT&T
10th St., Murray.
14'4
Bank of Murray
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Bell
South
Alice Belote Purdom; one daughtBriggs & Stratton....:.....6211'2,41u5
.
n°1c1:
er, Mrs. Patsy Purdom Miller and
Chrysler
husband. Tim. Murray; two sons.
CSX Corp...................... 3:
:
142 u...
.nic.
li .)
1
John Neal Purdom and wife. Wilda,
Dean FoocLs
44I:4.1.
and Wells Purdom Jr. and wife.
Dollar Gen. Store _Ill '211 11' 4A
Exxon
Betty Jo, Murray; seven grandchilFord
dren, Wells Purdom III and wife.
304374 r"
'
4
'General Motors
Allyson, John Nix Purdom and
1 Goodrich
\o Trade
wife, Kathy, Allyson Paige PurGoodyear
22' 2 -' i
dom, Anne Miller Taylor and hus, 1.B.V1
band, Scott. and Mark Wells MillIngersoll Rand............... 4
141'
22
'‘un3c1.
er. all of Murray. Jan Purdom
K Mart
403,4.
1.1
Ky. 1 tilities.................... 224 unc.
Goethals and husband. Ron. and
Kroger ...............................4
Gwen Purdom Schlosser, Dallas.
20
3: 84 i: 48 j
I. & 6 Energies
Texas: two great-grandchildren,
' McDonald151 2 'a .
Shea Purdom and Allyson Paige
I JCPenney
Purdom.
Quaker Oats
5,C 4 •'
II
11r4 ... I 4

Mrs. Lucille Hart
Services for Mrs. Lucille Hart
were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. John Dale officiated.
Pallbearers were Mark Hart, Don
Collins, Ben Nix, Dan Nix, Robert
Parker and Kevin Arant.
Burial was in . Murray City
Cemetery.
The family requested that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to American
Heart Association or Child Place

Children's Home, 2420 Hwy. 62.
Jeffersonville, Ind. 47130.
Mrs. Hart, 92, Rt. 8, Murray.
widow of Jim Hart, died Friday at
4:30 p.m. at Puryear Nursing
Home, Puryear, Tenn.
Survivors include one daughter.
Mrs. Lyda Sue Collins, Rt. 8, Murray; one son. Frank Hart and wife.
Sue. Rt. I. Gilbertsville: one
brother. Leamon Nix, Fern Terrace
Lodge. Murray; six grandchildren:
nine great-grandchildren.

S
Senaarps-On Tools.............
Texaco
Timec . V‘ arner

30, : -1 4
63' a -'e
.: 84
15
3.
14

1 "41.1•
14
Mart
41
\ Vtoolssorth.........................331 • .1 4)
( C.F.F. Yield .............
. 6.03 ..)
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FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
- About 2,900 soldiers from the
101st Airborne arrived home at
Fort Campbell this weekend, with
another 1.200 expected in three
more flights, base officials said.
That will bring the total number
of troops who have returned to the
base on the Tennessee-Kentucky'
border to about 8.000. Army
spokesman Bill Harralson said
Sunday.
Relatives jammed area motels
from Clarksville. Tenn.. to Hopkinsville. Ky.. to welcome the soldiers home and some had a hard
time finding a place to stay.
'I heard a family say' the nearest
motel they could get was just out-

side the Nashville city limits,"
Harralson said.
Harralson said 700 soldiers
arrived in three flights Friday
night, another 1,000 on three
planes which arrived Saturday' and
about 1,200 soldiers came home on
two planes Sunday. Another three
flights were scheduled to arrive at
the base Sunday' night, •carrying
about 1,100 soldiers.
That's the largest number to
arrive home since the troops began
returning.
Many' motels in Clarksville and
surrounding areas were turning
away travelers all week and some
said their rooms are booked well
into the coming week.

HOG MARKET
rderal State Market %eve% Service 'p.'44,
1901 Ken
lucky Purchase Area hot Markel Report
Includes
Bonn'Sta ns Recepts art'92. FAL 623 Farrow
s& (.1113
mop SO higher,
,t,.d, to I 00 higher
S I 230 2.50 !As
s I 2 210-210 lbs
S4' '4-4,111.06
S 1 2_10 2/.0 lb.
40-421.M
Is 1-4 wi.ro
$4'040100
Sows
S I. '0.-350 Rn
$41 00.43.511
I S I 3 100-4110 ths
_ _
S42 00-14 On
I • I 40-° lbs
U100-44 00
I S I 1 '23 and up
__
SA6 06-41
I S 2.1 isoo PI<
$44 on-42.41a
R,,„
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GARLAND'S
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING
Phone 753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES

•Dve, '5 vs E.c>e
,
e-c''
Extener
-..

•
'n'ef,O
,&

•

PROMPT
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE

{4)

Ross Insurance Agency

ddooaIIniwrration A‘a•Iahle
•L..pon Request
e••••

:7
;
;1 ,
(d:
)5

--

414 Mn St.
Murray, Ky
753-3166

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

)

Clifton S.(Dutch) Devine

•

HILLIARD
t.LLYONS

Final rites for Clifton S. (Dutch, First Baptist Church.
Calvert City.
Devine were Sunday at 2 p.m. in
He was preceded in death by his
the chapel of Filbeck and Cann wife, Mrs. Lucille
Devine; one sisFuneral Home. Benton. Dr. Billy ter. Edna Devine.
and two brothers,
Hurt officiated.
John Devine and R.A. Devine.
Burial was in Calvert City
Survivors are two daughters.
Cemetery. •
Mrs.
Cindy lawson, HendersonvilDevine.. 81.. Calvert City-.
died Friday at 6:30 a.m. at Lourdes le. Tenn.. and Mrs. Bettye Harper.
Hospital. Paducah.
Benton: one son. Jerry Devine
A former superintendent of Calvert City; one sister, Mrs.
Calvert City Water Works, he was Roberta Hutchens, Murray: eight
working as a consultant to the grandchildren: five greatwater works. He was a member of grandchildren.

6th & Main

753-0489

\o"a
I Qest investment
is you.

•••rnt.a. New 'twit krnanc an and M.dwas
t Sao, I
E•changes and 5-, PC

Read the
want ads daily

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT.

Odel1 Smith
Odell- Smith,, 72. South 16th
Street. Mayfield, died Sunday at 1
a.m. at Community Hospital.
Mayfield.
A retiree of Merit Clothing Company. he was a member of Enon
Baptist Church.
He was the son of the late Lloyd
and Beulah Smith. Two sons, Charles Smith and Lloyd Smith, and
one brother.. A.O. Smith. also preceded him in death.
Survivors are his Wik, Mrs. Leona Miller Smith: seven daughters.
Mrs. Patricia Pierce. Mrs. Judy
Stalcup. Mrs. Janice Wright. Mrs.
Dortha Poyner and Mrs. Charlene
Ballard. all of Mayfield. Mrs. Doris

Relatives pack motels to welcome troops home

K&K STUMP REMOVAL

Adams. Farmington, and Mrs. Clara Willis. Melvindale. Mich.; three
sons. Ronnie Smithy' and Gary
Smith, Mayfield, and Stevie Smith,
Calloway County; one sister. Mrs.
Ruby Ellenbrook. Akron, Ohio: 23
grandchildren; 10 greatgrandchildren.

Mechanically Removed
24" Deep. Free Estimates

Preston Barrett

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
or
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

..Seryices will be Tuesday at- 2
p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home. Mayfield. The Rev.
James Miller and the Rev. James
Robertson will officiate.
Burial will follow in New Liberty Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

JOIN

JEFF GREEN

•

C.04**•4,444.

Ettent

Me..444t.

"Where the price and service.
makes the pill easier to swallow.'

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whithell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:3
0

Radon levels higher
than first thought

Before the Need Arises. . .

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP. Three years of testing indicate that
Kentucky's radon gas problem may
be worse than an early studies
suggested.
Radon readings well above the
point deemed safe by the federal
government were most common in
Bowling Green. eastern Jefferson
County, and the Lexington area.
Bardstown. Lebanon, Danville,
Shepherdsville and Elizabethtown
also had readings above the safety
level in more than 6.400 tests conducted since 1988 for the radioacuve and cancer-causing gas.
Radon is a colorless and odorless
gas produced by the breakdown of
uranium in the soil. It is rarely a
problem outside but can accumulate • to dangerous levels in
buildings.
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Blalock-Coleman

The Karate
Superstars
Display at

Funeral Home, Inc.

Body Elite

Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
713 South Fourth St.
753-6800

32-6' Trophies
0 Championship Belt1
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THURSDAY, APRIL 11
2:45 P.M.
CALLOWAY COUNTY COURTHOUSE

COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS
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FOR KENTUCKY STATE
SENATE

Ask Us About
Forethoughtg Funeral Planning
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AS HE ANNOUNCES
HIS CANDIDACY

Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman
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KENTUCKY STATE SENATE
Paid for by Jett Green
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